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CHAPTER-1 


INTRODUCTION 


 


A devastating fire/explosion accident occurred on 29.10.2009 at about 


7.30 pm in the POL installation of M/S Indian Oil Corporation at Sitapura 


(Sanganer), Jaipur, Rajasthan killing 11 persons and injuring 45. The 


product loss of around 60,000 KL has been reported.  In this accident 


the entire installation was totally destroyed and buildings in the 


immediate neighborhood were also heavily damaged.  


 


This accident occurred while officials of M/S IOCL were preparing for 


Pipeline Transfer (PLT) operations for transferring Motor Spirit (MS) and 


Superior Kerosene Oil (SKO) from their tanks to the tanks of nearby 


installation of M/S Bharat Petroleum Corporation Ltd (BPCL). During the 


PLT operations there was leakage of MS from a valve in the outlet line of 


MS tank of IOCL which continued uncontrolled for about 75 minutes. 


This massive loss of containment of MS resulted generation of colossal 


quantities of petroleum vapours forming a vapour cloud which covered 


the entire installation. This  vapour cloud found a source of ignition and a 


devastation blast occurred.The blast which completely destroyed the 


facilities and building within the Terminal resulted in 9 of the 11 tanks 


catching fire in immediate succession, which also spread subsequently 


to other two product tanks. 


 


Fire tenders from various organisations like ONGC, IOC Mathura 


Refinery, IOCL Panipat Refinery and local fire brigades rushed to the 


site and were in position within hour but no fire fighting action was 


initiated since a decision was taken by the IOC Management to allow the 


fire to burn till such time the products get completely burnt out.   The last 


tank fire extinguished itself after 11days on 10.11.09. 
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The blast also caused extensive damage to the buildings, structures and 


to some of the neighbouring industries. The effect of the blast extended 


to almost 2 Km from the terminal which resulted in devastating 


immediate adjacent other factory buildings and in glass panes shattering 


and some other incidental damage to buildings in this area. 


 


The incident caused the death of 11 people, out of which 6 were 


company personnel (includes one contractor’s personnel) and the other 


5 were from neighbouring  industry/factories. 


 


The Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas (MoPNG) immediately 


thereafter i.e. on 30.9.2009 constituted an Independent Inquiry 


Committee to inquire into the incident.  


 


Terms of reference of the Committee are: 


 


To inquire into the incident of fire at POL Terminal of IOCL at Sanganer, 


Jaipur and to arrive at the causes of the incident and suggest the 


remedial measures to prevent recurrence of such incidents; and 


 


 The Committee is to submit its report within 60 days from the date of its  


constitution. 


 


The Committee consists of the following: 


 


1. Shri M B Lal, Ex C&MD, HPCL - Chairman  


2. Dr. Govind Sharma, Principal Secy. Deptt. Of Mines and Minerals, 


Govt. of Raj. – Member 


3. Sh. M K Joshi, Director (Technical), EIL – Member 


4. Sh. J.B. Verma, Executive Dir, OISD – Member 
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5. Sh. P.B. Yedla, Jt.Chief Controller of Explosives In -charge – 


PESO) – Member 


6. Sh. S.K. Hazra, Ex-MD, Aegis Logistics – Member 


7. Sh. B.K. Datta, Executive Dir. (Supply Chain Optimisation), BPCL – 


Member 


 


The MoPNG’s circular No.F.P-19012/35/2009-IOC dated 30.10.09 to this 


effect is enclosed as Appendix 1. Further, MoPNG vide its letter 


No.P19012/35/2009-IOC dated 30.12.2009 granted extension of time for 


submission of the final report by 31.1.2010. 


 


The Committee constituted by the MoPNG visited the site immediately 


and members from the Committee were present at the site from 30th 


October, 2009 onwards till the 3rd of November to gather first hand 


evidence and information. Subsequently, the Committee made several 


other visits to Jaipur site and to IOC Jodhpur Terminal as well besides 


conducting interview until January 14, 2010. The information thus 


collected was used to analyse the sequence of events and deduce the 


causes thereof. In the absence of hard disk of computers (TFMS 


System), records of CCTV which were collected and remained in police 


custody, the conformity assessment could not be carried out.  
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CHAPTER 10 


RECOMMENDATIONS 


 


10.1 DESIGN/ENGINEERING IMPROVEMENT 


 


Upgrading of design to avoid potential loss of containment from any 


reasons such as: 


o Tank Overflow 


o Tank Floor Corrosion and Leak 


o Tank Roof Water Drain pipe leak (internally) 


o Flange leak   


 


The Committee recognizes that there are a number of installations where 


similar equipment and configuration have been adopted in the corporation, 


and any major change in the design could be time consuming (besides 


being expensive). Therefore, the Committee has made the technical 


recommendations under two categories, viz, for immediate implementation 


and secondly for planned implementation.  


 


10.2   IMMEDIATE MEASURES 


 


(Technical & Operational) 


 


i) Push buttons on the MOV should be brought just outside the dyke 


 


ii) Push button operation should be modified so that action required for 


opening is different than action required for closing (e.g. pull type and push 


type). 


 


iii) The push button assembly should be mounted at a place where it is 


easily visible to the operator. 
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iv) Lighting adequacy should be checked so that visibility is adequately 


ensured at the push button of MOV & HOV location) 


 


v) A technical group should study the feasibility of providing a limit switch on 


the hammer blind with interlocking for MOV operation 


 


vi) Main emergency shut down switch which should be located in the control 


room should also activate the MOVs to close. 


 


vii) A separate pad locking arrangement on each of the hammer blinds on 


the inlet and outlet lines should be provided so that they can be 


independently locked as required.  


 


viii) The pad lock on the hammer blind on the outlet line should not be 


removed before the tank joint dipping is completed. 


 


ix) If any MOV is observed to be passing, it should be immediately attended 


and records maintained 


 


x) VHF handsets to be provided to each of the operating crew. 


 


xi) Supervisor should be present to oversee the pipeline transfer line up and 


related operation. 


 


xii) Site specific, Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) should be 


prepared which not only give what the procedures are, but also why they 


are needed. These must be made with the involvement of procedure users 


and approved by the operations and safety team. 
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xiii) Emergency procedures should be written and available to all personnel 


in the installation outlining the actions to be taken by each during a major 


incident. 


 


xiv) A Check list for operators for checking safety system and equipment 


should be prepared and check records kept in safe custody. 


 


xv) Mock drill whenever conducted should include the full shut down system 


activation also. 


 


xvi). Shift manning should always be maintained.  Only in serious 


exigencies, permission can be granted by Terminal Manager subject to 


obtaining a reliever forthwith. The person leaving site should only be 


allowed on a valid gate pass issued by the immediate officer. 


 


xvii) A dedicated, qualified and experienced officer should be designated as 


‘Safety Officer’ of the Terminal after training. He should be given exposure 


to Hazop, risk assessment, safety audit and upkeep of fire fighting facilities 


and conducting safety meetings.   


 


xviii) The security supervisor at the gate should be provided with external 


telephone. The supervisor shall be provided with telephone numbers of all 


officers. A board displaying the names, address and phone numbers of the 


emergency contact points of the company as well as the local authorities 


shall be provided therein. 


 


xix) A system should exist for informing neighbouring industries about 


impending danger. 


 


xix) The company should approach and coordinate with the district authority 


for conducting “Off Sites Mock Drills". 
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xx) The critical operating steps should be displayed on the board near the 


location where applicable. 


 


xxi) Any bad practice of HOV being opened first before opening of hammer 


blind should be done away with and conveyed throughout the organization. 


 


xxii) Control room should be manned on continuous basis. 


 


xxiii) Immediately the feature of remote shut off of the MOV from the control 


room should be restored. The cable leading to the control room should be 


fire safe. 


 


xxiv) The pipeline transfer should preferably be commenced during day light 


hours 


 


xxv) Personal protective equipment such as safety glasses must be worn 


while carrying out all operations 


 


xxvi) All other PPEs should be available at location and easily identified.   


 


xxvii) All PPEs as well as safety equipment required for emergency use 


such as breathing apparatus, fire suit, fire extinguishers, monitors and 


sprinklers should be regularly tested in presence of safety officers and  


records maintained.  


 


xxviii) All PPEs required during emergency  shall be located in designated 


safe areas. 


 


xxix) Hydrocarbon (HC) detectors shall be installed near all potential leak 


sources of class ‘A’ and ‘B’  petroleum products e.g. tank dykes, tank 
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manifolds, pump house manifolds, etc. Further, HC detectors of proper type 


should be selected and should be proof tested and maintained in good 


condition. 


 


xxx) Medium expansion foam generators shall be provided to arrest vapour 


cloud formation from spilled volatile hydrocarbons. 


 


xxxi) An emergency kit shall be provided consisting of safety items viz. fire 


suites, various leak plugging gadgets, oil dispersants and oil adsorbents, 


lifting jacks (for rescue of trapped workers), high intensity intrinsically  safe 


search lights for hazardous area, etc. and shall be readily available at the 


terminals. 


 


xxxii) Regular inspection of pipelines including thickness survey and pipeline 


support systems shall be carried out and records maintained. 


 


xxxiii) All terminal operating personnel including regular contractors and 


security personnel should be given safety and fire fighting training with the 


help of reputed training institutes. 


 


xxxiv) The security staff should be trained as first responders for fire fighting 


and rescue operations along with plant operating personnel. 


 


xxxv) Near miss reporting system should be immediately implemented. 


 


xxxvi) Management of change procedure should be immediately 


implemented. 


 


xxxvii) Manning level in the shift should be reviewed to have adequate 


coverage in the emergencies. 
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xxxviii) Vehicles with spark ignition engine should not be allowed inside the 


Installation area except up to the Administrative Block and also to ensure 


continuous manning at the control room. 


 


xxxix) Advancements in technology make it possible to automate tanks and 


terminals with sophisticated systems both in hardware and software. This 


enhances the safety and can greatly reduce possibility of human error by 


having interlock permissive and recording and measurement of events like 


valve  opening or closing and measurement of flow rate/level etc.  Existing 


Terminal managements should review the technology for retro-fitment which 


can reduce risk levels. 


 


 


10.3   MEASURES FOR PLANNED IMPLEMENTATION 


 


Note: All the recommendation under the Immediate Measures category 


above should also be considered for new installations 


 


a) Avoid hammer blind as an equipment in the plant design.  Only a closed 


system design should be adopted.  It is understood that other 


OMCs/MNC’s are already using such designs in their installations.  Using 


a Plug valve or a Ball Valve in place of the Hammer Blind should be an 


acceptable option. 


 


b) The first body valve on the tank should be Remote Operated Shut Off 


Valve (ROSOV) on the tank nozzle inside the dyke with Remote Operation 


only from outside the dyke as well as from the control room. ROSOV 


should be fail safe and fire safe. It should have only ‘close’ feature and not 


‘open’ and ‘stop’ from control room. However, it should have ‘close’, ‘open’ 


& ‘stop’ operation from the panel located outside the dyke. 
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c) All operational valves must be outside dyke area.  


 


d) SIL (Safety Integrity Level) of the tank level control must be improved 


and independent overfill protection meeting the requirement of Part 1 of 


EN 61511 shall be provided. For this purpose, radar gauges must be 


provided at least in class ‘A’ tanks in addition to presently existing positive 


displacement level indictor/control. The MOVs which are the primary items 


for cut off must be always kept in proper and best working order and the 


SIL level of the entire interlock loop to be raised to meet the requirement 


of EN 61511.   


 


e) Dyke should be constructed and tested  to be leak proof. 


 


f) The floating roof tank design may be reviewed to avoid the possibility of 


a cascade or splash of product in the event of an overflow due overfilling. 


 


g) Design, inspection and repair as per latest API Codes. 


 


h) High level alarm from the radar gauge and high high level alarm from a 


separate tap off should be provided. 


 


 i) For floating roof tanks, roof drain to be of more robust design to prevent 


oil coming out when roof drain is open for water    draining operation. 


 


j) Piping design inside tank dyke area should ensure easy accessibility for 


any operations inside dyke in the  tank farm. 


 


k) Adequate lighting in operational areas should be ensured. 


 


l) Thermal Safety Valve (TSV) should be provided at the operating 


manifold (outside dyke). 
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m) The dyke volume has been revised to 110% of largest tank in certain 


international  standards. This should be reviewed by OISD for tank 


terminals and refinery tankage. 


 


n) Wherever PLT transfers take place, to avoid pilferages, a Mass Flow 


Meter with Integrator shall be provided on delivery pipelines. 


 


o) Tank Dyke Valves should be provided with position indicator (open or 


close) in control room and necessary hardware and instrumentation 


should be provided for this. 


 


p) The TFMS system should be upgraded and integrated with SAP and 


provision for recording of all critical events in SAP as well as TFMS (such 


as critical valves position, start/stop of pumps, levels in tanks, alarms etc.). 


 


q) A CCTV should be installed covering tank farm areas and other critical 


areas.  The CCTV can nowadays provided with an alarm to provide 


warning in case of deviation from any normal situation. The CCTV 


monitoring station should be provided both in the control room as well as 


in the Security cabin/office. 


 


r) Advancements in technology make it possible to automate tanks and 


terminals with sophisticated systems both in hardware and software. This 


enhances the safety and can greatly reduce possibility of human error by 


having interlock permissive and recording and measurement of events like 


valve  opening or closing and measurement of flowrate/level etc.   


Most of the operations are controlled from control room and giving the 


control room operator an overview of terminal operation. Right sequence 


of operation is ensured through interlocks and permissive which bar the 


operator from opening the wrong valves. Recording of all events in the 


control room computer can provide effective monitoring of operation. 
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Measurement of flow rates and quantities can give more accurate stock 


control. 


It is recommended that new installations should evaluate the technology 


options in this area and safety enhancing configuration should be 


incorporated.   


 


 


10.4    PROCESS SAFETY MANAGEMENT 


 


a) Carry out HAZOP and Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) on 


large sized installations through well qualified agency and 


implement recommendations forthwith. 


b) The Terminal Managers should be trained in Hazard Identification 


techniques and be familiarized with risk assessment and risk 


mitigation methods. 


c) Annual Safety Audit by well qualified third party, which should 


ensure that systems and procedures and safety back-ups are in 


place, their requirements are understood by all concerned and they 


are propeorly operated by the concerned personnel. 


d) Site specific “Standard Operating Procedure (SOP)” to be 


developed. 


 


10.5    PLANT LAYOUT 


 


 a) The control room should be located far away from potential leak 


sources as far as practical. Otherwise, the control room should be made 


blast proof. 


 


b) Fire water tank and fire water pump house should be located far away 


from potential leak sources/tankage area. 
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c) Locate buildings and structures in the upwind direction (for the majority 


of the year) as far as practicable. 


 


d) Avoid congestion in the plant site because of buildings, structures, 


pipelines, trees etc. The location of these individual facilities should be 


decided based on Quantitative Risk Assessment. 


 


e) All buildings which are not related to terminal operation shall be located 


outside the plant area. This includes the canteen also where any spark or 


open flame may exist. 


 


f) Wherever the tank terminal site also have pipeline division operational 


area in the same site, the control rooms for both the tank terminal and 


pipeline shall be located in the same operational building. 


 


g) The emergency exit gate shall be away from the main gate and always 


be available for use for personnel evacuation during emergency. 


 


10.6   FIRE FIGHTING FACILITIES 


 


a) The fire water requirement for terminals shall be based on two fire 


contingencies simultaneously as is the case in Refineries. The fire water 


storage, therefore, shall be reviewed  accordingly. The sprinkler flow rate 


which is presently 3 LPM (OISD standard) may be reviewed. The NFPA 


(US) Standard recommends 10 LPM where as IP-55 (UK) Standard 


recommends much lower figure. The review should be based on actual 


heat load calculations to fight fire and protect the adjacent tanks. Water 


storage requirements should also keep in mind whether adequate supplies 


are available if not, the storage should be increased appropriately. It is 


also recommended that auto start of the fire water pumps be linked with 


the Hydro Carbon leak detection and alarm system in order to start the 
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sprinkler system automatically especially in tank farm area and pump 


house. 


 


b) The Rim Seal fire detection and protection system shall be installed in all 


Class ‘A’ products in the terminal.  


 


c) Remote operated long range foam monitors (1000 GPM and above) to 


fight tank fires shall be provided which should be of variable flow. 


 


d) Wherever there is a cluster of terminals of different companies, an 


emergency response centre equipped with advanced fire fighting 


equipment viz. fire tenders and trained manpower shall be considered on 


cost sharing basis or on outsourcing basis. 


 


e) All terminal operating personnel should be given safety and simulated fire 


fighting training based on simulated modules of live fires in tanks, pipeline 


manifold and pumps, process platforms etc., in reputed training institutes 


equipped with these facilities. These training performances should be 


linked to their KRAs and promotions. Personnel from security services 


should be trained fully for fire fighting and rescue operations using 


Personal Protective Equipment. 


 


f) There is a present trend internationally wherein for fighting major tank fires 


(in most such cases the built in static fire and foam systems gets partially 


or largely de-capacitated), fire fighting equipment which are quickly 


installable at sites are made readily available with specialized agencies so 


that these equipment could be put in use from a safe distance to fight 


major tank fires. This new practice need to be studied and its applicability 


in case of tank terminals should be explored. 
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g) Sprinklers shall also be provided in lube oil drum areas. 


 


h) During all operations even after the general shift a dedicated fire fighting 


team should be present.  


 


i) There should be a minimum level of manning maintained apart from the 


security personnel for monitoring the facilities even during non operational 


hours. 


 


10.7. ORGANIZATIONAL AND MANAGERIAL ISSUES 


 


Our observations are based on the feedback provided in relation to the 


Terminals and Installations activities and for a corporate wide 


recommendation further study may be required. 


 


10.8   TRAINING 


 


a) Training for Safety is currently based on OISD 154 for all categories. 


Safety training for operators should be based on the needs of the 


operation, the procedures and why these are needed.  Fire training will 


always be an important part of his training, which is best provided by 


realistic fire fighting exercises in an area designated for this purpose.  


Training should also be given to prevent operational malpractices such as 


shortcuts, on safety provision being bypassed and how they can create 


unmanageable risks to life and property. Training should be based on the 


needs of the job, and relevant to the trainee. 


 


b) For Supervisors, intimate knowledge of the operator’s job is essential 


and this should be ensured. In addition Leadership Training should be 


provided on Manpower management and motivation, and also on 
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Communication which should enable them to give proper task instructions 


to the operators. 


 


c) For Terminal Managers, safety training should include areas like  


      -   Basics of Safety Management System 


                 -  The causes and effects of accidents 


                 -   Hazard identification 


                 -  Risk Assessment and risk mitigation 


                 -  Controlling risks and Preventing Accidents 


                 -  Emergency preparedness 


                 -  Critical Task Analysis 


                 - Crisis Management 


                 - Importance of trip/alarm and Safety Procedures and systems 


                    Learnings from case histories 


 


Training activities should include Safety Training for contract employees 


since a number of activities have been outsourced. 


 


10.9  COMPETENT PERSONNEL 


 


a) Selection of Operators: Apart from the technical capabilities, a process 


operator should have certain personal qualities which should be 


assessed during selection. A process operator should be: 


 


i) Responsible – with training and experience his judgment in 


matters of discretion should be such that it does not require 


frequent checking by superiors. 


ii) Conscientious – ready to take extra care and trouble without 


prodding. 


iii) Reliable – never make mistakes, forget instructions or otherwise 


fail in his prescribed duties 
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iv) Trustworthy – honest and truthful in reporting to senior, not 


concealing facts when his own actions might have had an 


adverse impact 


 


Persons with proven chronic illnesses or those who cannot cope with 


stress may not be suitable as process operators and should be taken off 


critical operational duties. 


 


10.10 TRANSFERS 


 


Knowledge and experience accumulation is a critical factor at the 


managerial level especially in critical operation areas. Frequent transfers 


(8 terminal changes in last 14 years) with some of the tenures less than 


one year only goes against this principle. Preferably three to five years 


minimum tenure should be ensured for the key Managers. 


 


c) For supervisory and managerial staff, a competency assessment and 


exercise which identifies the aptitude of the person and the gap between 


competencies of the person and requirements of the job should be done. 


 


d) The Corporation must ensure that a reasonable percentage of the high 


performers in the organisation at any time, are deployed in managing such 


high hazard installations. 


 


e) Similarly, for manning the safety department at least a fair percentage 


of the people must be of high callibre who can comprehend and lead with 


conceptual understanding using quantitative techniques etc. They should 


be given the best possible exposure through collaborating with 


international safety experts and agencies. 
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f) The performance evaluation system for Terminal incharges has 17 key 


result areas identified and safety is one of them with a rating of 5% in the 


performance criteria which amounts to 3% only in overall. For high hazard 


locations like Terminals, LPG Plants, Refinery Plants etc., the safety 


parameter weightage should be increased to minimum of 20% of 


performance parameters to get the due attention. 


 


10.11 SAFETY AWARDS 


 


The certifications such as ISO, NSC awards, Greentech awards, Ministry 


of Labour awards etc., are all based on documentation submitted by the 


organizations and not on field verifications and safety practices. The 


awards/recognitions mesmerize the higher management besides giving 


wrong signals about safety management systems leading to 


complacencies. It is, therefore, recommended that time and efforts be 


directed towards annual safety audits by involving non-company experts 


so as to have unbiased reports. The companies should be cautioned to be 


circumspect about utilizing agencies and organizations who claim to be 


providing expert safety advice and assessment. 


 


10.12  CORPORATE SAFETY SET UP 


 


i)  Corporate Safety Department should be strengthened by making it 


directly report to the CEO. 


 


The Safety department should be professionally trained in the use of 


quantitative techniques of Risk Assessment/Hazop and Hazard 


identification and Safety Auditing. A Process Safety Group should be part 


of the set-up. 


 


ii) The Corporate Safety department should take responsibility for: 
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      a)  being an advisor to the senior and top management and raise 


alarm at the highest level whenever need arises on any safety 


issues. 


      b)   implementing and monitoring a Safety Management System in 


            the organization. 


   c)  Initiate and oversee safety related activities/programs. Improve the  


quality of audits to make them more sensitive to any deficiency in 


systems and procedures. 


      d) Carry out audits (Including Surprise Audits) and ensure suitable  


follow up actions    


      e)  Providing Safety Training,  based on assessment of training 


           needs and effectiveness.  Training should also be provided in 


           quantitative and risk assessment areas. 


      f) Scan the environment to seek information on Case Histories of 


          accidents globally, on changes in regulations in India and 


          elsewhere, on developments in technology and practices 


          especially related to Safety. 


     g)   Communicate lessons learnt from Case Histories, and other 


           updated information to in company personnel 


     h) The agenda of the safety meeting should be more focused on root  


cause analysis of accidents and near misses and lessons learnt for 


thereof for risk reduction strategies. 


      i) Install appropriate Safety Measurement Systems for different areas.  


Whereas personal safety can be monitored easily by accident 


statistics, safety from major hazards which happens infrequently, 


may be measured more appropriately by the degree of adherence 


to systems and procedures. 


     j) Periodically review changes in the land use around running  


Installations and assess any increased risk and identify additional risk 


reduction measures and ensure its speedy implementation. 
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The corporate safety department should clearly bring out the high hazard 


areas to the top management and outline the steps being taken for risk 


mitigation. 


 


10.13   FUNCTIONAL HEAD OFFICE AND REGIONAL SAFETY 


DEPARTMENTS 


 


In addition to the corporate safety set up, reporting to the CEO, the safety 


department of respective divisions viz, Pipeline, Marketing (except 


Refinery) shall report to the ED-HSE Corporate office in order to function 


as an independent autonomous entity like Internal Audit, Vigilance etc. 


Regular reviews as with Vigilance and Internal Audit at the CEO level will 


go a long way in enhancing safety consciousness and safety culture. 


Since the safety performance of the refineries is quite satisfactory the 


present set up on safety may be continued with policy direction from 


corporate safety group. 


 


The safety departments in the regions should look after safety in all the 


functional areas in the region viz. Marketing, Pipeline & LPG and the 


safety officers attached to the various locations should be directly 


reporting to this Regional set up. This will provide independence and 


autonomy to the Safety Department and personnel in the entire Marketing 


and associated activities. 


 


10.14  STRENGTHENING INTERNAL SAFETY AUDIT 


The Internal Safety Audit functions can be strengthened by Ensuring the 


audit team to comprise of people from outside the functional areas eg. 


Marketing, audit can have people from Pipeline, LPG or Refinery etc. 
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a) Providing professional training in auditing and 


continuously updating from global best practices in 


the industry. 


b) By the reorganization of the corporate safety group 


as proposed above. 


 


 


10.15  MANAGEMENT COMMITMENT 


 


Management commitment to Safety should be made visible by several 


actions such as: 


          


a) In depth Board level reviews on a quarterly basis of Safety in different 


sections of the organization, and especially focus on Risk and steps 


being taken for its mitigation in the different operations. 


         


b) Senior Management group from across functions and         


departments (ED’s and GM’s) should make Inspection visits of two 


major Installations per year, preferably in group of 2, with appropriate 


checklists, standard of performance with a recording system and 


assess the Safety preparedness of field locations and report back to 


the CEO.  Depending on the numbers of ED’s/GM’s and number of 


locations to be visited, such visits may be undertaken once every six 


months. In addition to improving safety preparedness this should 


generate some inter-functional inter-actions and greater 


cohesiveness. 


         


c)  Management meeting agendas should start with a review of recent 


safety performance and progress. 
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d) CEO must review Safety especially on site visits to important 


locations.  Audit, esp. external safety audit deficiencies should   get 


the personal attention of the CEO. 


 


e) The accumulated knowledge and experience of operating, technical, 


and management personnel in such installations should not be lost, 


and should be maintained always at a high level.  A separate 


specialist group for Terminal and Installations either on an outsourced 


basis or as a JV with 50% company participation and 50% public 


(Petronet LNG model) can be considered.  This will develop specialist 


skills and provide a bottom line focus and a sense of ownership and 


pride in the work, esp. in Terminal operating areas. CEOs of such 


companies will have undivided attention on safety and other 


connected issues for these activities. 


 


f) The lessons learned from this investigation should be widely 


disseminated and shared with the Industry so that recurrence of these 


accidents can be prevented and there is better emergency 


preparedness for eventualities. The Government may consider 


appropriate website for displaying such information. 


  


10.16 EMERGENCY PLAN 


 


For Maximum Accident Hazard sites, MSHIC Rule requires the 


preparation Of both on-site and off-site emergency plans to minimise as 


far as possible the consequences of a major incident. The Company 


should revise the emergency plans to take into account scenarios such as 


vapour cloud explosions (before first Buncefield and now Jaipur, VCE   


had  not been considered credible by the sector or Controlling 


Authority).and severe multi- tank fires. 
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10.17   OISD STATUS 


 


OISD, is a technical Directorate under The Ministry of Petroleum & Natural 


Gas that formulates and coordinates implementation of a series of self 


regulatory measures aimed at enhancing the safety in the oil and gas 


industry in India. A small group of technical experts on deputation from the 


industry (Governement owned oil and gas companies), forms a core group 


in OISD.  OISD, headed by an Executive Director, gets its direction and 


guidance from the Safety Council, the apex body consisting of senior 


officials of Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas, Chief Executives of 


Oil/Gas Companies and Heads of concerned statutory and advisory 


bodies. The apex body meetings are chaired by the Secretary, Ministry of 


Petroleum & Natural Gas.  


 


While OISD has served an extremely useful purpose as they have 


formulated several standards and guidelines applicable to the oil and gas 


industry, in order to make their functions more independent, it is 


recommended that OISD can be developed as an autonomous body 


totally independent from the public sector oil and gas companies and free 


to develop its own cadre of safety professionals with no affiliations to any 


company.  


 


OISD shall keep itself abreast of all major industriaI accidents globally 


maintain a data base and conduct sessions for safety and operational 


managers of oil and gas companies on these incidents and lessons learnt 


thereof. 


 


10.18  STANDARDIZATION OF MARKETING TERMINALS 


 


It is observed that oil companies are following different standard and 


practices in design, operation and maintenance of POL Terminals. 
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Although the layout, fire fighting facilities etc., are as per relevant OISD 


Standards, considering the above aspect it is recommended that a 


comprehensive standard covering all aspects including design, operation 


and maintenance should be brought out by OISD on the lines of LPG 


Installation OISD STD.144. 


 


 


10.19  SITING CRITERIA   


One of the major issues raised by this event is the siting of petroleum 


storage sites with such major hazard potential. These sites are set up to 


maintain the supply of essential products and their strategic importance of 


the location must be balanced by highest standards of safety and control. 


Major Hazard sites are identified for regulatory purpose based on nature 


and quantities of materials they store, and are subject to MSHIC Rule 


under Environment Protection Act.  


 


The starting point is therefore, the proper design, installation, operation 


and maintenance of the equipment/systems intended to maintain primary 


containment allied with a consistent approach to ensure its integrity. 


 


The potential of any major accident can only be reduced, not entirely 


eliminated, as there will always be some degree of residual risk in any 


operation. This residual risk should be comparable with risk associated 


with daily life of an individual. To ensure that the residual risk of a 


maximum accident hazard installation is within acceptable limit,  the 


means of early detection of loss of containment (from a tank or any other 


source), therefore, needs to be integrated with appropriate primary and 


secondary and tertiary containment measures to prevent the release from 


escalating into a serious accident. 
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Secondary containment is the enclosed area around storage 


tanks/containers called dykes or bunds constructed generally by concrete 


or earthen walls with leak proof measures. Their purpose is to hold any 


escaping liquid as well as any water or chemicals used in fire fighting. 


Tertiary containment includes measures such as drains, design to limit the 


passage of products/water or chemicals (used in fire fighting) into the 


effluent treatment plant wherein products/chemicals are separated 


ensuring that they do not find passage outside the plant. 


 


The risk control measures and the emergency response arrangements at 


such sites would have to be primarily directed at the possibility of major 


incidents which includes formation of a “large flammable vapour cloud” as 


it happened in Jaipur. The location of hazardous sites and land use 


(nature of habitation/industry in the vicinity) should be decided on the 


basis of a sound “Quantitative Risk Analysis (QRA)”. 


MoP&NG. may suitably review this at later date.  


 


 


10.20   REGULATION FOR SITING HIGH HAZARD 


PETROLEUM/PETROCHEMICAL FACILITIES 


 


i) New Statutes 


Government may consider regulating by an Act, the planning and use 


pattern of land around major petroleum and petrochemical high hazard 


installations and plants which will make it mandatory to institute process of 


consultation between the major industries and the land planning 


authorities (both state and local). This will ensure that vulnerable sections 


of society are kept at a safe distance from the installation and the 


industries on their part adopt best available technology and systems to 


minimize risk. Also that roads and infrastructure and escape routes are 


adequately provided and maintained around the high hazard areas. 
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ii) Amendment of Existing Statutes: 


 


The Petroleum Rules 2002 which regulates the Safety in Petroleum 


Installations do not specify any distances to be kept clear or unoccupied 


beyond the boundaries of the Installation. The Committee has studied the 


vapour cloud dispersion models in this incident and is of the opinion that a 


distance of 250 to 300 meters from the likely point of ignition is necessary 


to be kept clear. The Committee recommends that the Petroleum Rules 


2002 may be suitably amended for a buffer safety zone around the 


Petroleum Installations. 


 


10.21 SECURITY ISSUES 


 


In high hazard locations such as the Jaipur installation it will be preferable 


to deploy the services of CISF for security responsibility. 


 


It would be desirable to get a complete study done from the security angle 


from a competent agency like CISF or others and take appropriate steps 


for ensuring security. 


 


During the interactions with the site security personnel the Committee 


learned of the exemplary courageous action taken by the Head of the 


security of the Terminal, Shri Sher Singh, who risked his life and made 


valiant efforts to save the lives of the two operators who perished in this 


accident. The Committee recommends that the efforts of Shri Sher Singh 


be recognized through appropriate bravery award. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
 
 


BCC Business Community Centre 
BPCL Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited 
BLEVE Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapour Explosion 
CEO Chief Executive Officer 
COM Chief Operations Manager 
CBI Central Bureau of Investigation 
DG Diesel Generator 
ERP Entrepreneur Resource Planning 
ESA External Safety Audit 
ETP Effluent Treatment Plant 
HAZOP Hazard and Operability Study 
HSD High Speed Diesel 
HOV Hand Operated Valve 
HPCL Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Limited 
IOC India Oil Corporation 
IC Internal Combustion 
LPG Liquefied Petroleum Gas 
LFL Low Flammability Limit 
MAH Major Accident Hazard 
MS Motor Spirit 
MoP&NG Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas 
MOV Motor Operated Valve 
MDPL Mundra Delhi Pipe Line 
OISD Oil Industry Safety Directorate 
PPE Personal Protective Equipment 
P&ID Piping and Instrumentation Diagram 
PLT Pipeline Transfer 
QC Quality Control 
RCC Reinforced Cement Concrete 
RSO Rajasthan State Office 
STM Senior Terminal Manager 
SKO Superior Kerosene Oil 
SCBA Self Contained Breathing Apparatus 
TLF Truck Loading Facility 
TFMS Tank Farm Management System 
UFL Upper Flammability Limit 
UVCE Uncontrolled Vapour Cloud Explosion 
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CHAPTER 4 


SCENE AFTER THE EXPLOSION 


 


It is not very clear how the local authority, IOCL (Marketing and 


Pipeline Division) and other oil company officials (HPCL & BPCL) 


present during the time of accident reacted or put up effort just after 


the explosion, because everybody was awestruck by the ferocity of the 


incident and totally at a loss what to do. But it is learnt that the district 


authorities immediately geared up for emergency, police and army 


personnel started evacuating people around, barricaded the national 


highway, railway tracks, running next to the terminal and all roads 


around, brought all fire fighting tenders from local administration, 


HPCL, BPCL, army cantonment to the site for fire fighting. But since 


there were intermittent explosions occurring and all the tanks burning 


with full fury inside the terminal by then, it was decided not to venture 


inside or making any attempts to douse the fire, to avoid any further 


risk of greater danger involving lives. By next morning (30.10.2009) fire 


and foam tenders with fire fighting team from Mathura and Panipat 


Refinery also reached the site but none was permitted to carry out any 


fire fighting operation. 


 


On 31.10.2009, Hon’ble Petroleum Minister Shri Murli Deoraji along 


with IOCL Chairman, Shri S. Behuria, reached the terminal location. 


Along with local administration, State Ministers and officials, 


emergency meetings were held and instructions were given for giving 


compensation to dead and injured and also to constitute an 


independent enquiry committee under the aegis of MoPNG to 


investigate into the root cause of the accident and suggest remedial 


measures. 


 


4.1 DAMAGE ASSESSMENT 
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Following the blast the steel structures as well as all buildings inside 


the terminal were extensively damaged; specific details are given 


hereunder: 


 


i. the RCC buildings, viz., S&D  office/BCC, Amenity building, 


Administrative building, Canteen, Control Room, Car Parking 


Shade, Temple at Plant Gate, Maintenance & Repair Office 


had most of their walls collapsed and in case of few ones 


e.g., Car Parking Shade roof along with the columns, 


collapsed totally. Distinct burning marks were seen on the 


northern and part of the north western wall of the BCC 


building. 


 


ii. A large industrial building belonging to M/s Genus Industries, 


very close to the western boundary wall has been 


extensively damaged and it has collapsed from west to 


easterly direction. Three personnel of this factory were killed 


and reportedly a large number (approx. 45 persons) were 


injured. 


 


iii. Structural buildings/shades and other structures including 


tank lorry loading bay had their roof totally blown out and 


certain structures had bent in the eastern direction. 


 


 


iv. A major portion of the hydrant line running north south on the 


western side of the plant road approaching Tank 401 tank 


farm area was moved substantially towards east. 
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v. A number of large diameter pipelenghts kept in the open 


storage area in the north south direction parallel to the same 


road on the western side have been blown substantial 


distance from west to east. 


 


vi. A large number of lube oil drums in the drum yards along the 


western side of the same were found flattened. 


 


vii. The empty fire water tanks roof had been blown out in the 


south easterly direction. 


 


viii. Among five MS tanks (floating roof), tank No.401-A roof had 


collapsed inside its heavily deformed shell. Tank No.401-B 


was partly deformed with its roof inside. This tank had little 


material. Tank No.401-C is in better shape than the other 


two with its roof too collapsed inside. This tank too had little 


material. Shells of both 409 A&B were deformed with 409-A 


(had large inventory) being the worse and had collapsed roof 


inside. 


 


ix. Six numbers fixed roof tanks (SKO and HSD) have heavily 


deformed shell again because of fire and roof of one of the 


SKO tanks being blown away a large distance towards 


south. 


 


x. In the pipeline division the explosion damages appear to be 


more extensive with control room building front and other 


buildings/structures totally collapsing and the roof blown out. 


The roofs of DG buildings totally collapsed with the structural 


roof blown out. 
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xi. The crude pumping shed was very extensively damaged and 


some of its tall structure was found significantly bent again 


from west to east. 


 


xii. At a short distance from this pumping shed the direction of 


the explosion damage reversed as structures/poles beyond 


this area have been bent from east to westerly direction. 


 


xiii. A large industrial building (RCC construction) very close to 


eastern boundary wall have been extremely damaged and 


portion of the building as well as the IOC terminal eastern 


boundary wall (RCC) have collapsed from east to westerly 


direction. A number of heavy structures including a steel 


stair case of this industrial building have been blown 


sufficient distance from west to east and found lying inside 


the IOC boundary at a substantial distance inside eastern 


boundary wall. 


xiv. The IOC Terminal had extensive greenery with large number 


of fully grown trees covering large part of the plot. The road 


running north south direction starting from plant gate up to 


the approach of tank farm 401 area had closely lined trees 


fully grown as well as substantial growth of apparently thick 


bushes along the big tree lines. In addition there were 


extensive greenery along the boundary on the southern side 


and south western side. The south western corner of the plot 


as well as a large rectangular patch between control room 


and the tank farm area had closely laid large trees. All trees 


and bushes, except very few ones, close to the southern 


area, have been completely charred, and snapped at 


different heights and were totally devoid of any leaves 


because of the effect of the blast. 
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4.2 The position and the status of the valves connected with the tank from    


which the leak had initially started is discussed in detail in Chapter 7 


under “Site Observations”. 


 


                       Out of the 3 Km boundary wall, around 1.7 Km had collapsed. 


 


4.3 The following photographs depict the magnitude of devastation at site 


after the explosion and fire. 
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CHAPTER 8 


REVIEW OF SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 


 


8.1     SAFETY POLICY 


 


The company has a well formulated safety policy which reads as under: 


 


“Indian Oil Corporation is committed to conduct business with strong 


environment conscience ensuring sustainable development, safe 


workplaces and enrichment of quality of life of employees, customers and 


the community. We, at Indian Oil, believe that good S, H & E performance 


is an integral part of efficient and profitable business management. We 


shall: 


 


- establish and maintain good standards for safety of the people, the 


processes and the assets 


 


- comply with all Rules and Regulations on Safety, Occupational Health and 


Environment Protection 


 


- Plan, design, operate and maintain all facilities, processes and procedures 


to secure sustained Safety, Health and Environment Protection 


 


- Remain trained, equipped and ready for effective and prompt response to 


accidents and emergencies 


 


- Welcome audit or our  S, H & E conduct by external body so that 


stakeholder confidence is safeguarded 


 


- Adopt and promote industry best practices to avert accidents and improve 


our S,H & E performance 
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- Remain committed to be a leader in Safety, Occupational Health and 


Environment Protection through continuing improvement 


 


- Make efforts to preserve ecological balance and heritage”. 


 


However, the Committee did not find any evidence of display of the safety 


policy within the site premises. On questioning on some of the supervisory 


staff, none of them could recount any of the tenets contained in the safety 


policy.  


 


8.2    OISD STANDARDS 


 


The Committee reviewed all applicable OISD Standards, Guidance Notes 


and Recommended Practice.  Though all Marketing Installations were 


observed to use Hammer Blind Valves (IOC Jaipur had almost 30 valves), 


but no mention of Hammer Blind is available in the standards on their 


Installations, their Operating Practice and Maintenance/Inspection.  


Probably, Industry so far neither had any Risk Perception on it nor any 


reported case of failure or leakages so far any where in the Marketing 


terminals & Refineries (in case they are also using). 


 


8.3     EXTERNAL SAFETY AUDIT 


 


1. A pre-commissioning safety audit of Jaipur IOC Terminal was conducted 


by OISD as per established procedure in 1995. 


 


2. A post commissioning full safety audit (the first one) was carried out by 


OISD in August 1997. The Safety Audit Team after audit noted the 


systems provided in the control room of the terminal and made following 


observations:  
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a. “ensures very high level of security and safety for the terminal” 


b. “gives on-the-spot picture of the various operational activities” 


c. “provides auto shut off switch which puts off the entire system as 


well as can make the electrical isolation of the terminal in case of 


emergency which can be spotted on fire alarm panel stationed 


inside the control room”. 


 


3. A second external safety audit by OISD was carried out in October 2003. 


The audit team noted that the terminal has been honoured (by Ministry of 


Labour with national Safety Award consecutively for the last three years) 


and also that it was recognised as “Best All India M&I Terminal”. The audit 


team, however, made some specific recommendations, and most 


important of which stated that “considering extensive facilities over a large 


area, it requires very close and continuous supervision and maintenance 


functions need to be further strengthened”.  The audit had also pointed out 


that five MOVs were found defective and cabling of MOVs needed 


rectification”. The audit team’s observations including the above one were 


communicated by OISD to IOCL at highest level in 2003. 


 


4. After 2003 there was no external safety audit done for the marketing 


location  


 


5. The OISD external safety audit of Pipelines Division in  Sanganer station 


location was separately carried out in February 2001 and in April 2006. In 


the 2006 safety audit the lack of adequate training for fire fighting activities 


in the location was brought out. 
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8.4  INTERNAL SAFETY AUDIT 


 


1. The Terminal was also subjected to periodic Multi Disciplinary Audit 


(MDA) by IOC’s in-house experts. Though a number of such audits appear 


to have taken place at regular intervals, only the last MDA report of last 


audit carried out in February 2009 was made available to the investigating 


team (This report indicated that earlier MDA was conducted in December 


2007).  However, this audit report format at various places was too 


general and did not focus on the most critically important areas, viz, 


operation, fire fighting & safety, emergency and disaster management etc. 


Further, it appears the audit was done in a very ritualistic manner as 


neither the documents and procedures related to operation were 


adequately examined nor were field interviews conducted. To give an 


example under Sl.No.1.2 Procedures under Para (a) under point 


‘operation’, the audit team noted that “the operating procedures are well 


defined and manuals are available and accessible plant/facility-wise”. 


However, in actual practice “Standard Operating Procedures” (SOP) for 


specific operations which is a foremost requirement for safe operation of 


such hazardous facilities, did not exist. Further, operating manual referred 


to in audit report, was very general, which had been prepared by the 


consultant (EIL) during Project handover. On completion of the project, 


such documents provide only guidelines to senior operating personnel 


based on which specific “Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)” need to 


be developed “which it appears was not done”. Similarly, in the same para 


while the audit team noted that “fire fighting and safety procedures” are 


well defined it did not observe that any trained fire fighting personnel are 


available in the terminal round the clock, nor that any specific training had 


been imparted to Security staff (who all are ex-service men capable of 


being trained) to make them competent to act as first responders during 


fire or any such emergency event. The audit team also observed that 
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“emergency and disaster management plan” are well defined but failed to 


indicate that this plan does not consider a major MS leak resulting in a 


large vapour cloud and the measures needed to deal with it. This very 


important aspect was surprisingly overlooked inspite of the fact that the 


audit was done by experts in February 2009 over three years after a major 


Vapour Cloud Explosion (VCE), very similar to what happened in Jaipur, 


occurred in Buncefield Petroleum Product Terminal near Heathrow Airport 


in U.K.  


 


 Multi Disciplinary Audit (MDA) was observed to be based on tick mark 


basis on a preformatted check list. 


 


2. Neither the OISD audits, nor the MDA made any observations on the 


operating risks of Hammer Blind valve. Perhaps this was because there 


had been no reported case of leak or failure so far either from Marketing 


terminals or Refineries, where these are being used since long for positive 


isolation for quality control. It would be pertinent to note that OISD audit in 


2003 pointed out that “defective MOV cabling needs rectification”. Had this 


been done the “Loss of containment” could have been mitigated to “a very 


large extent. 


 


During the mock drills conducted in the installation the aspect of full 


emergency shut down of the system was not included as a part of mock 


drill. 


 


Audit was also silent on the adequacy of the Plant drainage system, tank 


dyke operations/maintenance and tank earthing protection system.  They 


have made no mention of the appropriateness of operations training, or 


about the safety perceptions/attitude and the alertness of the operating 


staff.  The audits were also silent about the absence of site specific 


Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) in the installation. The Committee 
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was told that safety meetings were regularly held among the appropriate 


team members and were being recorded for necessary dissemination of 


communication and follow up on the pending items.  However, none of 


these could be shown to the Committee as it was mentioned by IOC that 


these were destroyed by the fire/explosion.  No clarifications were 


forthcoming on the circulation list of the minutes of these meetings. (State 


office also could not show us any records of safety meetings available). 


 


8.5     HAZOP AND SAFETY STUDIES 


 


• As per the information given to the Committee by IOC, only one Hazop 


study has been done on the installation. The Hazop study booklet handed 


over to the committee does not indicate who or which agency has done 


the study and when (the date) of the study was done. 


• The report though titled “HAZOP Study” does not include any “Hazop 


work” but contains “Consequence Analysis 


• Internal safety audit report of February 2009 gave a positive indication of 


almost all the aspects listed in the audit check list. The audit did not show 


any major shortcomings in the systems, procedures or practices though 


post incident the investigation now points towards these deficiencies.  


• The Committee did not receive any evidence showing that a Job Safety 


Analysis of the Hammer Blind Operation had been done in the past. 


•  No standard operating procedures were available specific to the terminal. 


In response to our queries, the Committee was informed that they follow 


procedures from past practice only. 


• Safety audit done internally apparently has no record of Hammer Blind 


operation, drainage system, its maintenance and operation.  Also, the 


audit study does not cover tankage and earthing connections. 
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8.6    EMERGENCY / DISASTER MANAGEMENT PLAN 


 


The Disaster Management Plan (DMP) booklet which is also undated 


appears to be generalised and not specific to the site. A lot of general 


items are mentioned not specific to the site, e.g. references to railway 


siding which is not there, hoses for loading and unloading when there is 


not even an unloading operation, LPG carousels, FO/LDO etc. The DMP 


also does not have any page numbers. 


 


The Committee was surprised to read the comments in the DMP which 


reads as under:  


 “The long term view could be to slowly shift away the depot to a safer 


location well away from the city centre to avoid the hazard due to 


operations, roads/rail tanker movement etc., in such dense populated 


areas.” 


 


1. The primary purpose of Emergency/Disaster Management Plan (DMP) is 


to conceive all possible/credible incident scenarios and stipulate the 


required mitigating measures. The present DMP prepared for Jaipur oil 


terminal, submitted to investigation team substantially falls short of this 


objective. Among the credible incident scenarios a major loss of 


containment of MS inside tank farm area as well as the possibility of 


spread of MS either through open storm water drain or through a channel 


has not been considered. Accordingly, no mitigation measures were 


specified in the DMP, which, if done, and fire responders adequately 


trained would have in all likelihood either prevent it or greatly mitigate it 


the present accident. 


 


2.  Most important fact to be borne in mind is that volatile petroleum products 


such as MS will form substantial amount of vapour if it is allowed to leak 


for considerable amount of time, and further if the leak is allowed to 
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spread beyond dyke to a larger area. The vaporisation rate in the present 


case was faster as the MS pool resulting from loss of containment was not 


confined to the dyke but spread on a much larger area of the Terminal Plot 


through open storm water drains. Further high pressure vertical jet 


emanating from Hammer Blind lead to a higher rate of evaporation. This 


clearly shows that the Emergency Disaster Management Plans in future  


should take into account a possibility of vapour cloud formation leading to 


an explosion. 


 


8.7      COMMUNICATIONS 


 


The shift log entry system should clearly communicate to the next shift 


control officer, the operational and maintenance status of the terminal in a 


comprehensive and fool proof manner. In shift log books, the position of 


the important items, valves, pumps etc., if different from the earlier shift, 


should be clearly noted so that following Shift Officer gets clear 


understanding. 


 


VHF handsets were available in shifts only with the officer and not with the 


operators. However, the electrical contractor’s man responsible for DG set 


and fire water pump operations had one set, while another handset was 


with the Security at main gate and the third one was with the Pipeline gate 


Security staff. In order to ensure effective and continuous communication 


amongst all operating personnel, individual hand sets should have been 


provided to all the operators.  


 


Though other sets were available at the terminal, they remained in the 


control room in the evening shift but were not used by the operators. If 


communication was there with all the operators the following would have 


most likely happened: 
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a) A.B. Gupta could have found out KR Meena’s location and called 


him; 


b) R N Meena could have disclosed his problem and actions; 


c) A.B. Gupta would have been able to ask his operators to locate the 


BPCL officer and thereby he need not leave his supervision at site. 


 


8.8    TRAINING OF OPERATORS AND OFFICERS / MANAGERS  


RESPONSIBLE FOR TERMINAL 


 


From the records available it appears that: 


 


- Safety training was not compulsory for everyone. 


- Proceedings of Safety Committee meetings in the Terminal were not 


circulated widely to State office. 


- A minimum training requirement per year per person was not visible 


(training records prior to 2002-03 not available). 


- RN Meena had only one day safety training and KR Meena had attended 


two training programs - one on health care, other on customer relationship 


(no training on PLT operation or related safety) 


- Performance appraisal – no operator has contributed any suggestions for 


any improvement 


- Some operators had no training even for three years 


- Due to company transfers there were far too many officers with insufficient 


length of experience in the Jaipur terminal.  


- Qualifications not matching in many cases with job requirements e.g. 


maintenance being looked after by Managers with B.Com qualification and 


with no experience in maintenance function & M.A. in Public 


Administration being in-charge of safety 


- Most operators had not even finished school level education and had no 


technical or science based qualifications. 
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- Vital activities of operating Firefighting System, electrical/instrumentation 


maintenance of Safety systems were entrusted to Contractors of 


inadequate expertise/experience/manpower. 


- OISD has been active in conducting yearly workshops/symposiums 


regularly and has in these programmes covered the lessons learnt from 


various incidents around the world such as BP Texas, Buncefield (U.K.) 


and other major fire incidents within the country. These programs are 


widely attended by officers across the industry, at different levels and are 


meant to disseminate this information in the ranks and file in the 


respective organizations.  However from the information gathered, even 


the senior level personnel in the Terminal and State office did not show 


familiarity with even the one large similar incident of 2005 in Buncefield, 


UK. There was no evidence of company having taken steps to 


disseminate such information from the OISD sessions widely within the 


organization.  


 


- An established procedure to check safety competence of senior managers 


in running hazardous facility such as oil terminal either does not exist or if 


exists is ineffective.  


 


8.9     MANAGEMENT OF CHANGE (MOC) 


 


It was observed that safety shut down system envisaging closure of all 


Motor Operated Valves (MOV) at the inlet and outlet, immediate to the 


tanks was provided in design and installation but had been 


decommissioned, a few years ago, probably after 2003, due to some 


operational issues.  The exact timing of the above is not known to the 


current operating officers of Jaipur and no records could be traced even 


from the State/Head Office.  Such critical emergency shut down system 


from the original design and installation, when removed, should have 


followed the Management of Change procedure, as per OISD GDN 178 
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going through the full analysis and various approvals of the appropriate 


authorities.  This aspect has been an important component of any safety 


management system ever since the Flixborough accident in UK in 1974.                                                                     


 


8.10    PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 


 


The Performance Evaluation System for Group D, E, F Managers which 


includes Terminal in charges (Sr. Terminal Managers) has identified 17 


Key Result Areas, which by the sheer number, does not provide for a 


focused approach. Safety is one of the 17 parameters and 5% of weight 


age. In the performance criteria the overall evaluation carries 60% weight 


age, which means safety carries only 3% of weight-age from overall 


evaluation. 


 


 


8.11    MANPOWER 


 


Jaipur Installation had a manpower of 12 officers including Installation 


Manager, 24 Blue Collar Workers (BCWs) and 4 White Collar Workers 


(WCWs).  Though the Committee was informed that the Control Room of 


the facilities was manned, there was no dedicated manning with clear 


roles and responsibilities. Shift operations were supposed to be manned 


by one officer and 3 BCWs.  It appeared that persons would sit in the 


control room as and when available.  With 24 BCWs and observing that 


the shift people had frequent Over Time, it was felt that out of 24 people, 


more people were probably would have been on General Shift operations 


for tank truck loading.  With 3 BCWs on relieving duty, it comes to a 


minimum requirement of 12 persons out of 24.  It was observed that one 


of the deceased men, Mr. K.R. Meena, was on Over Time from the 1st 


shift  to the second shift and this was happening over the last 3 days.  


Similarly, it was observed that Mr. K.N. Agarwal, who came on duty for the 
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2nd shift, though on relieving duty, went home to perform puja without 


appropriate permission, although he had been advised to stay on at the 


plant in view of two PLT operations planned in the evening. Mr. K.N 


Agarwal was also supposed to be on overtime in the third shift. 


 


8.12  TRANSFER POLICY 


It was also observed that too many transfers and new placements had 


taken place in the year 2009 and some of the placements were done with 


persons who had no appropriate background (for e.g. one person with a 


B.A. qualification was placed in Maintenance Management).  It was also 


observed that while placing people on the job, there was no certification 


system in vogue specifically for the technical jobs.   


8.13   SAFETY ORGANOGRAM (Marketing Division}  
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8.14 COORDINATION BETWEEN MARKETING AND PIPELINE DIVISION 


 


Based on the different interviews and people’s specified different timings, 


it could be deduced that Chief Operations Manager (Pipeline), was leaving 


at around 6.15 p.m., from his Pipeline Division which is situated at the 


corner of the Marketing Installation of IOC, Jaipur, at the time when the 


leakage/commotion took place.  It was mentioned in the statement that the 


Chief Manager had done several communications to various levels like 


security, his officers at the pipeline control room and Sr. Terminal 


Manager (Marketing).  There is no information that he did a turn around 


and got back to the job which may be due to several reasons like not 


being aware of the complications of the tankage operations.  It is felt by 


the team that generally, two departmental set-ups such as Marketing 


group and pipeline group generally operate on Silo rather than having the 


corporate functional attitude and it is a suggestion that for reducing this 


type of attitude and behaviour, the organization should be looking at how 


to make a better interface of these groups while working in a single 


location/cluster e.g. there could have been a common control room for 


both Marketing and Pipeline divisions rather than at 2 different corners in 


the same installation. 


 


8.15  OIL ACCOUNTING PROCEDURE 


 


It was observed that Oil Accounting Procedure was not fool proof.  In the 


Jaipur Installation, the tanks were provided with mechanical float gauge 


having local indication and also connected to the control room operating 


monitor console, through TFMS (Tank Farm Management System), 


displaying tank dips every 15 minutes (as mentioned by IOC).  Tank dips 


also get duplicated at pipeline control room at every 1 minute.  We could 


not lay our hands on both the hard disks of the operating console, to 


analyze the actual situation (pipeline’s hard disk was retrieved on 
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24/12/2009 and it is in police custody).  The SAP ERP system was not 


directly connected with TFMS to have the Real Time data visibility.  Daily, 


data used to get uploaded into SAP manually, every morning, by the 


Marketing Installation and as well as by the Pipeline division.  There is 


observed to be a discrepancy between these two sets of data and more 


so, when the tank was in custody at pipeline, marketing installation used 


to maintain a constant dip though the tank used to be operating and dips 


are changing. 


 


It is observed through the collected log book that they had a system of 


planning dip checks almost once in the month and used to record the Drift 


(the variation between TFMS and physical verification data) which used to 


be generally 1mm to 2mm, except on some occasional case, where Tanks 


409 A/B had shown even 10 mm variation (this is based on last 3 sets of 


data observed). 


 


On various queries about the stock loss daily reconciliation and their 


actual over the month, the Committee got contradictory data.  Sr. Terminal 


Manager denied that any abnormality was ever observed.  However, the 


Committee found on subsequent discussions with Chief Operations 


Manager, State Office, that there was a stock loss audit on 18/7/09 and it 


was observed then, that there were losses of MS, in the month of June 


and July 2009. Not satisfied with the explanations given by the STM, the 


Chief Operations Manager had directed that a second audit be done to 


establish the factual position regarding the losses. 


 


The Committee during the process of interviewing the Chief Operations 


Manager was handed over a copy of a note (Appendix 12) in which the 


GM (RSO) had said that the check must be further carried out.  
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The team noted that the tank farm management data did not automatically 


updated in the SAP System and had to be done manually. Therefore, 


there was always a possibility that the data could have been adjusted.   


 


8.16   TANK INVENTORY 


 


After pilferage case initiated by the CBI, management should have taken 


corrective measures through online tank level monitoring (possible by 


installing radar gauges) and integrated the same with SAP. This can help 


in detection of pilferages/deviations if it happens. It is suggested that a 


core group should be formed to study this aspect in detail. 
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CHAPTER 6 


INCIDENT MODELLING 


6.1   INTRODUCTION 


 


6.1.1   In an analysis of this nature, the failure scenario is examined in detail  All   


possible outcomes of every failure identified are assessed, taking into 


account the size and nature of the failure, the process parameters 


prevalent at the point of the release and the weather conditions. 


6.1.2 Normally, the factors analysed are dispersion distances (Lower 


Flammability Limit or LFL) of the substance released, the probable 


radiation from any fire that results, and the possible shock wave and 


domino effect upon equipments and structures that could arise from an 


explosion, should one occur. 


6.1.3 A very  important factor to be borne in mind is that volatile petroleum 


products such as MS will form substantial amount of vapour if it is allowed 


to leak for considerable amount of time, and the flammable material will 


spread further if the leak is allowed to spread beyond dyke to a larger 


area. The vaporisation in the present case was higher as the MS pool 


resulting from loss of containment was not confined to the dyke but spread 


over a much larger area of the Terminal Plot through storm water drains. 


Further, high velocity vertical jet of MS emanating from Hammer Blind 


could lead to enhanced MS carry over into rhe vapourized mass through 


wind losses through entrainment.  


6.1.4   Explosion  mechanism of inflammable vapours envisages the formation of  


an “Explosive Mass” which is the quantity of vapour formed within “Lower 


Flammability Limit” (LFL) and “Upper Flammability Limit” (UFL). The 


quantity of explosives mass determines the effect of the explosion blast. 


The time required for forming the explosives mass will be dependent on 


rate of vaporisation which, in turn will depend on “vapour Pressure of the 


liquid which “vaporises” and the “liquid pool area” resulting from “loss of 


containment” and also to an extent on “ nature of loss of containment 
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(rate/velocity of release, direction i.e. horizontal/vertical). Based upon 


these calculations, effect zones for each of the outcomes are determined, 


to reveal what facilities or installations were likely to have  been affected 


by the scenarios investigated. 


 


6.2    SCENARIOS INVESTIGATED IN THE ANALYSIS 


6.2.1  In a consequence assessment dealing with refinery process and storage 


facilities, which primarily handle hydrocarbons, the possible scenarios that 


merit investigation are: 


1. Fires 


a. Flash Fires 


b. Pool Fires 


c. Jet Fires 


2. Explosions 


a. Unconfined Vapour Cloud Explosions (UVCE) 


b. Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapour Explosions (BLEVE) 


6.2.2   Flash Fire – A Flash Fire, in effect, is a sheet of flame that moves through 


a cloud of gaseous or vaporised hydrocarbons, without any accompanying 


shock-wave. It rarely lasts for more than a few seconds, and causes little 


damage to equipment and installations, but is fatal to individuals in its 


path. 


6.2.3   Pool Fire – A Pool Fire is a fire on a stationary liquid surface, such as that 


of a pool of liquid hydrocarbon. The nature of the flame depends upon the 


fuel burning, with more smoke being generated by heavier hydrocarbons 


on fire. Its thermal radiation can affect all individuals and facilities in its 


vicinity, but its intensity depends upon the volume available, and the 


duration of the fire. 
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6.2.4  Jet Fire – A Jet Fire occurs when a hydrocarbon release from a 


pressurised source is ignited close to the source of the release. It is, for all 


practical purposes, a jet of flame that will last as long as the supply of fuel 


lasts under pressure and whose radiation and effect zone, depend as 


much upon the fuel as on the pressure at which it is released. In addition 


to damage inflicted by thermal radiation, the flame can also cut through 


metal, if it were to impinge upon the metallic surface, setting off a domino 


effect. 


6.2.5  Unconfined Vapour Cloud Explosion – A UVCE is similar to a flash fire, 


except that in addition to the flame front, a pressure front, generated by 


the fire, moves through the cloud, at speeds of 100 m/s or greater. 


6.2.6  Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapour Explosion – A BLEVE occurs when a 


liquefied, or occasionally a liquid, hydrocarbon is contained in a vessel 


exposed to an external fire. The fire weakens the shell of the vessel, while 


also causing the hydrocarbon to boil, thereby pressurising the vessel. 


Once the vessel’s pressure exceeds the threshold limit of the metal, the 


shell would fail spilling out the rest of the hydrocarbon, which would then 


undergo an explosion or a fireball. 


 


6.3   SCENARIOS APPLICABLE TO THE INCIDENT AT THE SANGANER 


MARKETING TERMINAL, JAIPUR 


6.3.1 Flash Fire: When the cloud came in contact with a source of ignition, it 


would have undergone a flash fire, which flashed back to the source of the 


leak in the MS Tank outlet manifold, igniting the fuel spilt. This would have 


been fatal to all individuals in the area but would not have damaged any 


structures or equipment. 


6.3.2 UVCE: Considering that the leak and subsequent dispersion occurred for 


well over one hour and a quarter, sufficient mass is likely to have 


accumulated in the cloud, for the flash fire to accelerate into a UVCE. The 


overpressure from such a UVCE would have extensively damaged the 
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Administrative Building, Control Room and other buildings, as well as the 


tanks, besides igniting the fuel accumulated in the tank bund. 


6.3.3   Pool Fire: With the flame-front of the UVCE acting as a source of ignition, 


the fuel in the bund would have been ignited. Since fuel from the spill had 


been accumulating for more than an hour, the radiation from the Pool Fire 


would have caused some amount of damage to the tanks in the vicinity. 


6.4     MODELING AND ANALYSIS 


6.4.1 The distance covered by the vapour cloud arising out of huge loss of 


containment of MS in Jaipur and the damage contour in the vapour cloud 


explosion was determined using the well known software “PHAST 6.53” (a 


software developed by DNV). However, this software considers/restricts 


calculations for one hour leak. This itself shows that the scenario as it 


happened in Jaipur i.e. loss of containment beyond one hour, was never 


considered a credible accident scenario even by globally established 


expert safety consulting firms such as DNV. However, in the absence of 


any better software, the Investigation team was constrained to model the 


consequent scenario using PHAST 6.53. The loss of containment was 


considered to happen in 1.5 D weather conditions, i.e. with a wind velocity 


of 1.5 m per second and absolutely normal weather conditions. There was 


approx., 75 minutes interval between the perceived start of the leak and 


the explosion. Though the model here considered one hour leak duration, 


it must be observed that the additional vaporisation that would have 


occurred over the extra 15 minutes further add to the hazard, due to 


increased vaporisation of MS. 


 


6.4.2  MS considered in this model is composed of 36.5 mole % Pentane and 


63.5 mole %  of Hexane, in the liquid state at 35o C at atmospheric 


pressure being released from a hydrostatic head of 12 m as reported in 


the incident, without overflowing for the tank in question (401-A). 
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6.4.3   The loss of containment scenario that has been assessed is as follows: 


• A vertical release with an aperture of a diameter equivalent to 12” x6” size 


as in actual case it was a vertical case. 


• A full – bore rupture of the 10” outlet line of the tank, since the cross 


section of this pipeline is smaller than the failure aperture of the hammer 


blind valve, and would act as a limiting factor. 
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6.4.4  The formation and spread of the vapour cloud has been examined for the 


following cases: 


 


• Wind direction from MS tank farm towards TLF (north to south) at 23o east 


of north. 


• Wind direction from 23o west of north. 


 


6.4.5 These two scenarios have been considered to account for the plant 


personnel observations that:  


 


• The wind from the MS tank to TLF area  


• And the wind north easterly direction 


 


6.4.6  The extent of the vapour cloud has been plotted in Figures 4 a, b and 5 a, 


b. It is repeated that vapour cloud had covered a major area of the facility 


and the stimulated impact of the subsequent fire and explosion (s) is 


indicative of the damage that was observed at site. The vapour cloud plots 


have been further supplemented with plots of vapour dispersion from the 


drainage system at two locations namely, tank dyke and ETP. These 


essentially indicate that the vapour clouds formed by a major leak at the 


hammer blind valve of 401-A got supplemented by a number of other 


clouds that had formed along with the drainage system around the tank 


farm. 


 


6.5.   As an alternative scenario, it was considered that the outlet line of the tank 


had given away in a full bore rupture, and that MS released would form a 


liquid pool in the dyke area, before vaporising during the time that lapsed 


between the start of the release and its ignition. 


 


Case 1 Line rupture 


Weather condition 1.5 D 
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After one hour 


Mass released      =  790,096 Kg 


Mass vaporised    = 67,753 Kg 


Vaporisation rate  = 18.54 kg/s 


LFL distance        = 200 m 


Refer figure 4.a 


 


6.6. Case 2 : Vertical release 


 


6.6.1  Since a jet fuel was observed at the start of the incident, the release was 


modeled so that the substance would spout out as a jet, and land 6.10 m 


away, before forming a pool that would vaporise during the time that 


elapsed between start of the release and the ignition. 


Weather condition 1.5 D 


Angles of release 10º & 20º 


After an hour: 


Mass released = 600,000 Kg 


Mass vaporised= 33,000 Kg 


Vaporisation rate= 8...50 kg/s 


LFL distance=  325 m 


Refer Figures 5 a,b 


6.6.2   It is evident from the plots that depending on the wind direction, specific 


areas of the plant can come within the parameter of the cloud. However, 


going by the most prevalent wind direction, as well as the wind directions 


that was supposedly prevailing at the time of the incident, the major 


facilities would have come inside the area were concentration of MS 


vapours was within inflammable limits. The presence of vapours along the 


storm water drains would add to a bigger consequence. 
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6.7      IGNITION 


6.7.1  When the concentration of liquid hydro carbons (HC) as MS in the HC-air 


mixture falls within the inflammable limit between (1.2% and 7.2% of MS 


vapours), a fire will occur immediately in presence of an ignition source 


which can be a spark or an open flame. Source of ignition may be: 


• Auto ignition. However in the present case it is ruled out as the product 


was stored well below auto ignition temperature. 


• Electrical apparatus covering machines and fittings in which conductors 


are used and of which they are a part, namely, electric switches, push 


buttons, socket plugs, circuit breakers, instruments, motors and so on, 


these may act as a source of ignition by electrical Arcs and sparks raising 


the surface temperature of the apparatus above auto ignition temperature. 


Such possibility cannot be rejected outright as there were a number of 


buildings with electrical fittings, more specifically, the BCC building and 


control room had PCs and associated wiring and electrical fittings on the 


top floor. The location where PCs were housed showed signs of fire 


damage and one of the scenarios examined while plotting the contours of 


the blast considered this location as a possible location of ignition source. 


• Static electricity. This was not considered as the factors leading to static 


electricity generation did not apply. 


• Lightning. This also does not apply. In this case as weather conditions 


were good. 


• Non-electrical ignition sources include IC engines, Pyrophoric iron, 


frictional impact/falling of iron tools etc. Out of these, first cause has been 


examined as it was found efforts were made to start a jeep in pipeline 


division gate. A case has also been examined for a motor cycle in a road 


behind a SKO tank 402-B. Although the possibility of its engine being on 


appears remote as the motor cycle stand is out and hence presumably 


stopped by the rider, whose body was later found on the same road 


behind tank 402-C. However, the possibility of the rider trying to restart the 


motor cycle cannot be ruled out and hence this case too was examined.  
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6.7.2  Going by the consequences observed, the more serious of which were 


restricted to the facility, although explosion damages occurred outside as 


well, the source of ignition was certainly within or close by the facility. In 


this regard there could also be a possibility that cloud is ignited by kitchen 


fire in a building immediately east of the facility.  


 


6.7.3  Ignition occurred within 75 to 90 minutes after the leak began. Therefore, 


the source of ignition was available only 75 to 90 minutes after the leak. 


Accordingly ignition could not have been by any pre-existing source inside 


the tank terminal.  


 


6.7.4  This leads to  the possibility of ignition source as either on electrical spark 


from a running engine or a spark vehicle/motor bike through the 


flammable range of the cloud. 


 


6.7.5   There were no tankers in the TLF shed at the time of ignition. Other points 


which refute the possibility of ignition source at TLF is the shock-wave 


pattern, since all light masts in the administrative building have been bent  


towards south east rather than away from it, as may be expected if the 


explosion originated through ignition source at TLF shed.  


 


6.7.6  As per security personnel statement a mist of MS vapour had formed in the 


area prohibiting vehicular movement from the gate towards the facilities 


located inside. . Thus the possibility of extra ordinary vehicle movement 


from the main gate towards the tank farm as an ignition source is 


precluded. However personnel in the pipeline division, who, too would 


have to travel along the roads to tank farm through approach the main 


gate, would have to start their vehicles (a jeep and a motorbike). There 


are possibilities of spark from either of these vehicles. Coming to the 


possibility of electrical sparking, most sparking occurs when the 
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equipment is started or shut down. From all information available, none 


pointed towards any attempt by any personnel in the facility to start or shut 


down any electrical equipment around the time vapour cloud ignited. 


Though there are provisions for auto start of the emergency back up 


generators both for SAP server as well as pipeline division, these could 


not have been started as neither any grid failure was reported nor had the 


state electricity board switched off the supply before the blast. 


 


6.7.7 Therefore, only possible source of ignition which were likely are follows: 


 


1.Motor bike engine of one of the pipeline division officer - However, in this 


case the stand of the motor bike was in out position which indicated the 


motor bike was parked on the northern side of the SKO tank and the body 


of the rider was found some distance away. In all likelihood the motor bike 


engine stalled due to lack of enough air in the air-fuel mixture and the rider 


after parking the vehicle ran towards a safe area.  The motor bike rider 


who eventually died in the blast was the morning shift officer of the 


pipeline division who stayed back in the pipeline division even after his 


duty hours were over (2.00 p.m.). One intriguing fact which could not be 


explained to the satisfaction of the investigating team is why the morning 


time shift officer stayed back long hours after his duty hours were over. 


2 The pipeline division jeep driver in all likelihood repeatedly tried to start 


the jeep which failed to start again because of insufficient air-fuel mixture. 


If the vehicle would not have started, no sparking is possible (diesel 


engine). Even if the vehicle would have started, being fitted with a spark 


arrester of standard design, no spark at exhaust pipe is feasible. However, 


if the vehicle starts and the spark arrester is defective or not there, the 


chance of which is remote, a spark generation may be possible. 


3 As mentioned in the foregoing,the upper floor of the BCC building, where 


the computers were located, shows distinct signs of fire damage. Some of 


the structures and trees also appear to be bent towards the MS tanks, 
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indicating a possible source of ignition in the BCC/DG building area and 


causing the subsequent blast(s) If the source of ignition was within the 


BCC building, the initial extent of the blast would be quite limited as the 


quantity of Hydrocarbon vapour present inside would be quite low 


depending on the air change rate followed.However , once the blast 


occurred, it would expose the fire to the vapour cloud that was present 


outside and create a flash back to the MS tank as well as the subsequent 


explosion(s)that occurred.The fact that witnesses at the site  mentioned 


seing a streak of light followed by a major cloud of smoke rising into the 


sky,seems to corroborate this hypothesis. 


 


 


6.8   The nature of explosion damage  strongly points to the ignition source being 


in pipeline division area or in the location around the BCC/DG buildings 


The  exact location and the reason of its initiation could, however  not be 


established so far. 


 


1. Depending on the location of the ignition source, the key facilities/buildings 


are subjected to overpressures that are high enough to cause significant 


damage. 


2. The extent of the damage on account of fire and resulting explosion has 


been accentuated by the spreading of hydrocarbon liquids into the storm 


water network, which encircles all the facilities/buildings. 


3. The uncontrolled leak over a period exceeding one hour led to the release 


of almost 700-800 tons of motor spirit (in actual case, quantities would be 


higher as PHAST model considered only 60 minutes leak) and resulted in 


unprecedented damage. It may have been possible to limit the damage to 


the tank farms had all the leak been contained within the tank dyke and 


the fire water system been operative. 
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4. As can be seen from the various plots, certain combinations of wind 


direction and ignition source can cause a fire and explosion resulting in 


the extensive damage that occurred. 


 


6.9    The cloud attained a maximum LFL distance of 323 metres about 7min 45 


seconds after the start of the release. Since this is no different from the 


LFL distance 1hr 15 min after the leak started ,i.e. when the explosion 


actually occurred ,the damage resulting from a flash fire would have been 


similar in both cases, but the damage on account of an explosion would 


have been much lower. 


 


S.No. Time of 


explosion(s) 


Mass  


involved 


(Kg) 


Overpressure distances (m) 


   5 psi 3 psi 2 psi 


1 467.2 4,416.7 99.15 135.33 174.93 


2 4500 39,808 451.82 499.92 552.56 


 


          As will be seen from the results, the distance attained by shock waves 


from an early explosion would be much lower than that attained by the 


shock waves of a later explosion, on account of the very great difference 


in mass involved. Had an explosion occurred early on, facilities more than 


200 m away from the point of ignition would have emerged unscathed 


from the incident. 


 


6.10  On the other hand, were a flash fire to occur instead of an explosion, most 


equipment have been damaged, since a fire is an instantaneous 


phenomenon, causing the same damage in the area of its spread 


irrespective of mass involved or time elapsed. Once the flash fire had 


consumed the vapours generated from the released substance, the 


conflagration would have been sustained by the material split from the 
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tank, and contained within the dyke. Thus, a localized pool fire would have 


ensued. 


 


6.11   The simulations were repeated using alternative methods and the results 


generally corroborated the findings of the incident modeling. These are 


briefly discussed in the following paragraphs. 


 


 


6.12   Vaporisation from Liquid Pool  


 


          From Page 3.38, Yellow Book (3rd edition, 1997), mass transfer coefficient 


is given by 


 


 


-0.67-0.110.78


w
(Sc) r) (2 )(u 004786.0=


m
k  


 


           where, km is mass transfer coefficient (m/s), uw is wind speed (m/s), r is 


the pool radius (m) and Sc is Schmidt number. 


 


          Assuming uw = 3 m/s and Sc = 0.8 (a typical value for hydrocarbons), 


 


 


-0.11r) (2 013.0=
m


k  


 


           Further assuming motor spirit to be equivalent to n-hexane, vapour 


pressure at 25 ºC is 151 mm Hg. This gives concentration of hexane in air 


at saturation to be 0.7 kg/m3. 


 


          Then, evaporation rate q (in kg/h per m2) is given by 
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-0.11r) (2 32.76C ==


m
kq  


 


Substituting various values of r, we get: 


 


R q (kg/h per m2) 


50 m 19.74 


100 m 18.3 


200 m 16.95 


 


Take a value of 18 kg/h per m2. 


 


           Assuming an outflow rate of 1000 tones per hour and allowing 10% 


evaporation during initial rain-out, the pool area at steady state is (900 x 


1000) / 18 = 50,000 m2. 


 


 This gives a pool diameter of 252 m. 


 


Tank 401A Leakage Rate calculation: 


 


Tank Dia = 24M,  Vol/M Ht. = 0.7854*24*24 = 452.4 M3 


 


Vel. = �2 gh = 4.429*�h  


 


MS Sp.grv = 0.7  


      


1) Assume tank dia = 24 M, initial height of liquid = 11 m, liquid height after time 


    t = 7 M. This gives a total volume outflow =  1809.6M3 or 1809.6KL. 
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2)  At 250 mm dia outflow pipe, assuming full-bore flow, leakage area = 0.049 


m2. 


 


3)  Assume an average liquid head of 9.5 m in the tank during the above leakage 


period and also a discharge coefficient of 0.61. This gives a volumetric outflow  


     rate  of 0.40 M3/Sec, or 1440 M3/Hr. ie 1440KL/Hr, Release rate = 1000T/Hr 


 


 4)  Therefore, time required for 1809.6 KL  to flow out = 1809.6/1440 = 1.25 h  


     = 1 h 15 min 


 


 5)  Total mass outflow during this period is 1809.6* 0.7=1266 MT 


 


6.13   VCE Blast Pressure Calculation: 


 


           Calculation of flammable mass for continuous emission from an area 


source would be very involved. Inaccuracy are involved due to many 


assumptions which may be debatable .  


  


           Therefore, for an order of magnitude estimate, one can  use an 


approximate empirical correlation due to J. G. Marshall, quoted in Lees 


(page 15/290). Assuming motor spirit to be equivalent to 


hexane, flammable conc. limits to be 1.2% and 7.4% by volume, and heat 


of combustion to be 45000 kJ/kg, stable category F for weather, 3 m/s 


wind speed and 1000 te/h emission rate, flammable mass in the cloud has 


been estimated to be 8.8 te. 


  


           For the above flammable mass, and assuming TNT model, severity of 


damage has been estimated to be as follows:  
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• At 200 m radius, estimated overpressure is 9.4 kPa (Not habitable without 


major repair work. Roofs fail partially and 25% of all walls fail with serious 


damage to remaining carrying elements. Damages to window frames and 


doors).  


• At 400 m radius, estimated overpressure is 3 kPa ((Habitable after 


relatively easy repairs. Minor sturctural damage).  


• At 750 m radius, estimated overpressure is 1.1 kPa (Damage to roofs, 


ceilings, minor crack formation in plastering, more than 1% damage to 


glass panels). 


 


6.14   CONCLUSIONS 


 


          The modeling of the leak and generation of explosion contours was based 


on the  evidence gathered during the site visits and interactions with 


various personnel and agencies. It was carried out with the objective of 


ascertaining whether the circumstances leading to the loss of containment 


and the subsequent explosion and fire would have caused the devastation 


that occurred. The steps involved in this exercise were as follows: 


 


• Modeling of the leak to confirm the observation of eye witnesses regarding 


the fountain like emission of MS from the Hammer Blind opening at the 


outlet of tank 401-A. 


 


• Modeling of vapour cloud formation and the extent of its dispersion to 


verify that vapours had spread all over the plant and that it was impossible 


to approach the tank valve manifold. 


 


• Modeling of the explosion contours to verify the extent of damage that had 


occurred. 
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          The modeling of the leak as depicted in figures 12 (a) and (b) indicates that 


the MS would have spilled out as a jet at high velocity and reached a 


height of about 10 meters before spilling back on the ground about 10 


meters away. This continued for almost 75 minutes resulting in the 


accumulation of a huge quantity of MS in and around the tank dyke. 


 


           The dispersion of MS vapours from the leak led to the formation of a 


vapour cloud extending to a distance of almost 335 meters. Except for the 


area immediately adjacent to the leak source, the concentration of MS in 


the cloud ranged between 1.2% and 7.8% i.e. the lower and upper 


flammability limits of MS. This implies that the facilities covered by the 


vapour cloud would be vulnerable in the event of a fire. These include the 


non plant buildings, TLF facilities, fire water system, portions of the 


pipeline terminal etc. 


 


           The vapour generated during this period was about 40 tons and posed a 


great hazard even in the absence of fire, as prolonged exposure to MS 


could have consequences ranging from giddiness and drunkenness to 


paralysis and even death. This would explain the conditions of M/s. RN 


Meena and AK Gupta when they were seen by Mr. Chambal Singh. It also 


explains the inability of the plant/security personnel to approach the 


source of leak especially without any PPE like self contained breathing 


apparatus, safety glasses etc. 


 


           The modeling of vapour dispersion corroborates the observations of plant 


personnel that MS vapours had spread over large areas of the facility. 


 


           The evidence/observations as elaborated subsequently in Chapter 7, point 


to the following possible locations which could have provided the ignition 


source: 
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• BCC buildings, where definite indications of fire damage are visible. 


 


• Pipeline terminal, where hot metallic surface(s) could have present in the 


pump (diesel driven) of pump house. 


 


          This is based on the nature of damage that has been observed and eye 


witness accounts of a streak of light (flame) followed by a huge explosion 


and secondary explosions.  


 


          In the event that prevalent weather conditions and the turbulrnce of a cloud 


permit sufficient sufficient mixing with air, an Unconfined Vapour Cloud 


Explosion ( UCVE) can occur when the cloud encounters a source of 


ignition. The flame front moves through the cloud fast enough to compress 


the surrounding air into a shock wave and facilities within the overpressure 


distances of the blast will be damaged. The table below indicates the 


effects of different levels of overpressure: 


 


Blast Overpressure 


( psi) 


Damage level 


5.0 Major structural damage; fatal to people indoors 


3.0 Oil Storage tank failure 


2.5 Ear drum rupture 


2.0 Repairable damage: light structures collapse 


1.0 Window Panes shatter: light injuries 


 


          From the overpressure contours that have been generated, the following 


scenarios are plausible: 


 


- A fire/blast could have occurred in the BCC building with a shock wave of 


5 psi extending to about 77 meters (Fig.10). The damage to the walls, 


windows etc., would have exposed the fire to the MS vapour cloud, 
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leading to a delayed UCVE with a consequential dyke fire and tank roof 


failure, on account of pressurization of the tank by the dyke fire ( Fig 3). 


The radiation on account of the tank fire was enough to cause a roof 


damage in the adjoining tanks through pressurization (Fig.6). 


 


- Ignition from the pipeline terminal side would have created a blast with 


explosion contours as depicted in Fig 5. This would damage the MS 


followed by similar consequences as above. 


 


          The modeling corroborates the observation at site and an inference that 


could be drawn from this is that such eventualities should form part of a 


quantitative risk analysis for approval/clearance for similar facilities are 


granted.  


          The cases examined and the accompanying plots/graphics are annexed to 


this chapter. 


 Figures 1a & 1b 


          The figures depict the dispersion of motor spirit vapours, spilt by the full-


bore rupture of a 10” line, under 1.5D weather conditions, with the wind 


from 20° East and West of North, in Figures a and b respectively. The 


distances from the source of the release are:  


UFL Distance (green) =   81 m 


LFL Distance (blue)  = 216 m 


 


Figures 2a and 2b 


          The figures depict the dispersion of motor spirit vapours, spilt by a 12”x6” 


hammer blind assembly failure, under 1.5D weather conditions, with the 


wind from 20° East and West of North, in Figures a and b respectively. 


The distances from the source of the release are: 


UFL Distance (green) =   45 m 


LFL Distance (blue)  = 337 m 
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Figure 3 


          The figure depicts the delayed explosion of motor spirit vapours, released 


over 1 hour by a hammer blind assembly failure, under 1.5D weather 


conditions, with the wind from 20° East of North and the DG Set acting as 


the source of ignition.  The distances from the epicentre of the explosion 


are: 


5 psi (blue) = 254 m 


3 psi (yellow)  = 346 m 


2 psi (green)  = 448 m 


1 psi (red)  = 710 m 


 


Figure 4 


          The figure depicts an explosion that could arise if the motor spirit vapours 


were to disperse to the north of the MS Tank Farm, and be ignited by a 


motorcycle there.  The distances from the epicentre of the explosion are: 


5 psi (blue) = 254 m 


3 psi (yellow)  = 346 m 


2 psi (green)  = 448 m 


1 psi (red)  = 710 m 


 


Figure 5 


          The figure depicts an explosion that could arise if the motor spirit vapours 


were to disperse to the east of the MS Tank Farm, and be ignited by the 


Pipelines Jeep there.  The distances from the epicentre of the explosion 


are: 


5 psi (blue) = 254 m 


3 psi (yellow)  = 346 m 


2 psi (green)  = 448 m 


1 psi (red)  = 710 m 


 


Figure 6 
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          The figure depicts a pool fire of motor spirit spilt in the dyke from a hammer 


blind assembly failure, under 1.5D weather conditions. The diagram helps 


infer the radiation from the fire that would be necessary to account for a 


roof failure such as that considered for Figure 9. The distances from the 


centre of the fire are:  


8 kW/m2 (green) = 42 m 


4 kW/m2  (blue)  = 69 m 


 


Figures 7a & 7b 


          The figures depict the dispersion of motor spirit vapours, evaporated from 


the MS Tank Farm Storm Water Drain, under 1.5D weather conditions, 


with the wind from 20° East and West of North, in Figures a and b 


respectively. For the purpose of calculations, the storm water network was 


divided into discrete lengths, each of which could act as an independent 


source. The MS Storm Water Drain was considered to be 130 m long, 1 


foot wide and 1.5 feet deep, with MS to half its depth. The distances from 


the point of the release are:  


LFL Distance (blue)  = 115 m 


 


Figures 8a & 8b 


           The figures depict the dispersion of motor spirit vapours, evaporated from 


the ETP section of the Storm Water Drain Network, under 1.5D weather 


conditions, with the wind from 20° East and West of North, in Figures a 


and b respectively. For the purpose of calculations, the storm water 


network was divided into discrete lengths, each of which could act as an 


independent source. The ETP section was considered to be 30 m long, 1 


foot wide and 1.5 feet deep, with MS to half its depth. The distances from 


the point of the release are:  


LFL Distance (blue)  = 50 m 
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Figure 9 


          The figure depicts the explosion of motor spirit vapours, released by a tank 


roof failure, on account of pressurization of the tank by the dyke fire.  The 


distances from the epicenter of the explosion are: 


5 psi (blue)    = 189 m 


3 psi (yellow)  = 258 m 


2 psi (green)  = 333 m 


         1 psi (red)           = 528 m 


 


 


Figure 10 


          The figure depicts the explosion of motor spirit vapours, spilt over 426 s. 


i.e. 7 min. 2 sec. (the time required for the cloud to stabilise), by a hammer 


blind assembly failure, under 1.5D weather conditions, with the wind from 


20° East of North and the DG Set acting as the source of ignition.  The 


distances from the epicentre of the explosion are: 


5 psi (blue) =   77 m 


3 psi (yellow)  = 105 m 


2 psi (green)  = 135 m 


1 psi (red)  = 215 m 


 


Figure 11 


         The figure depicts the explosion of motor spirit vapours, spilt over 426 s. 


(the time required for the cloud to stabilise), by a hammer blind assembly 


failure, under 1.5D weather conditions, with the wind from 20° East of 


North. This figure considers a source of ignition close to the source of the 


release just beyond the Upper Flammability Limit.  The distances from the 


epicentre of the explosion are: 


5 psi (blue) =   77 m 
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3 psi (yellow)  = 105 m 


2 psi (green)  = 135 m 


1 psi (red)  = 215 m 


 


Figure 12a & 12b 


 


          Each of the figures, depicts the vertical jet that could arise from a hammer 


blind assembly failure, under 1.5D weather conditions, but at different 


angles. While 13a depicts the jet at 10° from the vertical, 13b depicts the 


jet at 20° from the vertical. The heights and distances reached by the jets 


are given below: 


 


Jet at 10° from the vertical: 


 Horizontal distance covered =   6 m (approximately) 


 Height of jet   = 11 m (approximately) 


 


Jet at 20° from the vertical: 


 Horizontal distance covered = 10 m (approximately) 


 Height of jet   = 10 m (approximately) 


 


          Since the tank bund was about 10 m from the hammer blind assembly, the 


motor spirit released may have spilled over the bund, in addition to 


flooding the area within it. 
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CHAPTER-2 


BACKGROUND 


 


2.1   DESCRIPTION OF THE FACILITY: 


 


At the time of the incident the IOC Sanganer Marketing Terminal had 


been in operation for almost 12 years, and was spread over a plot area 


of approx., 120 acres. The plot housed the facilities for the marketing 


terminal i.e.  the 11 storage tanks for SKO, MS and HSD, the truck 


loading facilities for delivery of these products into truck and product 


pumping facilities to the neighbouring installations of HPCL and BPCL 


through pipeline. In addition the plot accommodated the facilities for 


pipeline division which operated the cross country pipeline, viz. the 


Koyali Sanganer product pipeline feeding this terminal.   The marketing 


terminal occupied 105 acres and the pipeline division facilities were 


located in 15 acres in the north east corner of the facility. 


 


The location was chosen at Sanganer as the plot was far away from the 


then residential localities of Jaipur city and at that time there were no 


neighbouring industries or factories located within few Kms from the plot 


boundary at that time. Subsequently a large industrial area was 


developed by the State Government all around the terminal area. 


 


It was the first automated oil terminal in the country (with storage 


capacity of slightly over 1 lac KL) and had been doing an annual through 


put of approximately 11 lac KL. This Terminal was fed by the Koyali – 


Sanganer Product Pipeline and received products (MS, HSD and SKO) 


from the Koyali Refinery.  The terminal also used to receive and 


distribute lube oils in drums through trucks  
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The terminal delivered petroleum products through tank trucks to retail 


outlets and also supplied lube oil to local market. 


 


The Terminal also supplied petroleum products to the neighbouring 


terminals of other oil companies. BPCL – Sanganer Terminal is 


dependent entirely on receipt of products from this IOCL Terminal. Until 


recently the HPCL Jaipur terminal in Sanganer in close proximity was 


also solely dependent on supplies from this facility only. After the 


commissioning of the Mundra- Delhi pipeline (MDPL) , the HPCL’s 


Jaipur terminal at Sanganer has been closed down for operations since 


the commissioning of HPCL’s own pipeline terminal at Bagaru is only 30 


Km from Jaipur.  


 


The IOC crude oil pipeline which runs from Mundra to Mathura and 


Panipat Refineries also passes through this Terminal and a pipeline 


booster pumping station of the pipeline division was also located and 


operated within this marketing terminal of IOC. Accordingly, IOC Jaipur 


facility, in addition to being a marketing terminal also accommodated the 


critical crude pumping stations to the two major refineries at Mathura and 


Panipat.  


 


2.2   MARKETING TERMINAL: 


 


2.2.1 Storage facilities:  


The storage facilities originally consists of 9 number of tanks for 


petroleum products and subsequently 2 Number tanks for MS tanks 


were added  followed by one more tank (not yet commissioned) under 


pipeline division for receiving the pipeline interface. 
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Table 2. 1 Overground Tankage details 


S.No. Material 


Stored 


Nominal 


capacity 


(m3) 


Nos. Ht. 


(m) 


Dia 


(m) 


Type Tank Nos. 


1 Motor 


spirit 


6,110 


+ 


8400 


2 


 


3 


15 


 


15 


24 


 


28 


Floati


ng 
Roof  


-do- 


401 A/B/C/ 


 


409A/B 


2 SKO 5,080 3 20 18 Cone 


Roof 


2 


402 A/B/C 


3 HSD 20,000 3 20 36 Cone 


Roof 


403 A/B/C 


 Total 


Cap. 


1,10,370      


 Fire 


Water 


2,460 Two 18 14 Cone 


Roof 


T-401 A/B 


 Total: 4920       


 


In addition to the above, there are 5 nos. of underground tanks, each of 


70KL capacity for storage of  Petroleum product and Anhydrous alcohol  


 


Tanks of each product were grouped together in independent dykes. The 


capacity of the dykes as per statues and such as to hold the volumes of 


the largest tank within the dyke in case of leak from a tank. 


 


Each tank had facilities of three modes of operations i.e. pipeline receipt, 


inter tank transfer and despatch (through tank lorries and pipeline). The 


facility was designed in a way that at one time, only one mode of 


despatch will be carried out i.e. either tank lorry or pipeline transfer. 


Each mode of operation was achieved by positive isolation of the tank, 
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from other operation modes, using two isolation valves (gate type) and a 


blind in between them. The first isolation valve on the tank was provided 


as a motor operated gate valve (MOV) and the second one (Line Valve) 


is a hand operated gate valve (HOV) with a Hammer Blind Valve 


between the MOV and HOV (See Appendix-2 for Hammer Blind Valve 


drawing).  


  


As per the original design feature, the Motor Operated Valve (which 


moves because of the action of a motor) can be operated either remotely 


from the control room for closing the valve or locally by the operation of 


push button’s. There are three push buttons, one for opening the valve 


when it is pushed, the other for closing the valve when it is pushed and 


the third for Pausing the movement when it is pushed (stopping the valve 


movement). The valve can also be operated by means of a hand wheel 


just like any other hand operated valve. The valve was to close 


automatically in case of power failure as per original design feature. 


 


At the time of the incident, and for the past several years, the facility of 


remote closing of the valve from control room and automatic closure of 


the valve on power failure has not been operational (as reported in 


interviews this facility has been made defunct since 2003). 


 


The Hammer Blind Valve drawing is shown in Appendix-2. As can be 


seen from the drawing, there is a hollow wedge (open eye) and a solid 


wedge (solid eye) to be used, depending on whether one wants to block 


the line or make the line through for flow. When the Hammer Blind is 


being reversed from open to close or vice versa, there is a time when 


both wedges are pulled out of the valve’s body and the pipeline in effect 


is open to atmosphere. The design of the valve is such that in a 10” 


pipeline a Hammer Blind opening to the atmosphere when both wedges 


are out, will be fairly large, approximately measuring 12”x 6”. 
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The blind provided at the terminal between two isolated valves is a 


hammer – blind type valve which most likely was chosen on account of 


ease of operations enabling rapid opening and closing. The piping and 


instrumentation provided for each tank (refer P&ID in Figure 1) is 


similar for all the tanks. 


 


2.2.2 Other Associated Facilities: 


2.2.2.1 Pump House 


 


The pump house accommodates 9 pumps, three number dedicated for 


each products i.e. (MS, HSD and SKO). These pumps are general 


electric driven centrifugal type. 


 


2.2.2.2 Truck Loading Facility (TLF): 


 


The thirty numbers loading gantries are provided for truck loading of MS, 


SKO and HSD. These consisted of 30 loading bays with 33 loading 


points. 


 


2.2.2.3 Exchange Pit: 


 


For pipeline transfers at the south battery limit, an exchange pit is 


provided consisting of 2 number isolation valves (HOV) again with a 


hammer blind type valve for positive isolation, on each of the product 


transfer pipelines. 


 


2.2.2.4 Control Room: 


 


The control room consisted of digital screens and other instruments 


including emergency shut down provision for the entire installation.  
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2.3   BUSINESS COMMUNITY CENTRE (BCC) 


 


This terminal also had the Business Community Centre (BCC), which 


housed the back up for the corporate ERP system.  BCC was provided 


with a DG set to provide necessary power back up, which was designed 


to start on auto mode in case of power failure in BCC. 


 


The corporate ERP was based on the system by SAP. The terminal was 


equipped with a Tank Farm Management System (TFMS) which covered 


tank gauging (mechanical float system), tank lorry filling operations and 


gate entry records for lorries. However this TFMS was not integrated 


with corporate ERP system (SAP) due to which the data on tank dips 


needed to be entered manually (daily once in the morning). 


 


2.4   FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM 


 


The fire water system for marketing division comprised of two number 


fire water tanks, three number main pumps (diesel operated), two 


number jockey pumps (diesel operated) fire water network, foam shed 


and spray rings around the tanks (MS & Diesel) for cooling purpose in 


case of adjoining product tank fire. The fire water system was adequate 


to provide primary protection for four hours, as stipulated in the OISD 


standard.  


 


The fire water system for pipeline division comprised of one fire water 


tank, two main pumps (diesel operated), fire water network etc.  


 


Both the fire water systems were interconnected including the fire water 


tanks. 
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2.5   SAFETY SYSTEM 


The safeguards provided in the design for the storage and despatch 


systems for the facility are indicated in Table 2.1 below: 


 


Table 2.1 Control Room Safety Feature 


 


Location Interlock/Hardware Corrective Action Status prior to 


accident 


Tanks High High Level Closes Motor operated 


valves at inlet and outlet 


of tanks 


**Status post 


2003 not known 


at the time of  


incident  


 Low low level Trips connected pumps 


to avoid pump damage 


 


         --do-- 


 Motor operated 


valve 


Can be closed/started 


from Control Room as 


well as locally 


**Defunct since 


Many years  


earlier 


 Hand operated 


Valve 


Position is entered in 


control room based on 


inputs from field operator 


Not known 


Pump 


House 


Emergency push 


buttons 


Shut down the pumps in 


the event of an 


emergency 


**Reportedly 


Functioning” 


 


As per original design, safety facilities were provided in the control room 


included: auto shut off switch which put off the entire system as well as 


can make the electrical isolation of the terminal in case of emergency. 


These were found functional during first OISD External Safety Audit 


(ESA) in August 1997 and second ESA in October 2003. 


All the interlock and safety systems sometime after October 2003 were 


disconnected and were defunct.  No records or information thereof were 
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available at the site. The site management were not aware of the safety 


features in the control room as seen during their interviews. 


 


Only emergency shut down push buttons for shutting down TLF Pumps 


were reportedly  functional  prior to the incident. 


 


2.6   DRAINAGE SYSTEM 


 


The drainage facility of the tank farms was designed to channel any 


leaks from valves, flanges, instruments connection, vents and drains, as 


well as rain water to a pit (sand trap) located in tank bund area. After 


going through the sand trap the drained material can be diverted either 


to an oily water soil or to the stormed water channel through diverter 


valves provided outside the dykes. In normal operation both the valves 


are to be kept shut. 


 


The overall plant layout is shown in Figure.2. The storm water system is 


shown in Figure 3. 


 


2.7   ENTRY / EXITS  


 


The Terminal facility was provided with three gates, two on the south 


west side and one on the north east side. Entry, however, was only 


through a single gate, south west. The second south west gate is kept 


locked and the north east gate (emergency gate) was walled up. 


 


 


2.8   EFFLUENT TREATMENT FACILITY 


Oily waste water from pump house area and tankage area  is routed  via 


a close system to a RCC sump in the ETP area. It is then pumped by 


effluent feed pumps to the inlet of Tilted Plate Interceptors, wherein the 
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free oil droplets are intercepted and form a floating layer of oil, which is 


skimmed through rotatable skim pipes. The de-oiled water flows over 


adjustable where sockets in the effluent chamber and sent to the effluent 


pit for disposal via the storm water channel, while oil is routed to an 


underground drum, from where it is periodically loaded via a submerged 


pump into a truck for outside sale. 


 


Contaminated rain water flows through a storm water sewer network, 


which comprises a number of open drains. Initially, the water is sent to 


ETP and after visual check do not indicate the presence of oil, it is 


diverted to the storm water channel for discharge outside the plant. 


  


2.9   PERSONNEL 


The Jaipur Terminal worked under the overall guidance of the General 


Manager, Rajasthan State Office. The organogram showing the 


positions and the levels of personnel connected with the Jaipur terminal 


also indicating the role and responsibility is attached as Appendix 3. 


The Terminal is headed by a Senior Terminal Manager (STM), who 


reports to the Chief Operations Manager, Rajasthan State Office (RSO). 


The Senior Manager (Terminal) who is also in the same job group as the 


Senior Terminal Manager reports to the Senior Terminal Manager. Apart 


from this there are 10 other officers with different responsibilities and 24 


blue collar workers and 4 clerical staff.  


 


The terminal operated on 3 shifts for the terminal operation with the 


timings 6.00 am to 2.00 pm, 2.00 pm to 10.00 pm and 10.00 pm 6.00 


am, TLF (Truck Loading Facility operation was restricted to the morning 


general shift operation i.e. from 8.00 am. To 5.00 pm. The three shift 


operations were manned by one officer and three operators in each shift. 


The control room was supposed to be manned but there was no 
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dedicated person and, occasionally, when all the four people were out in 


the field for different jobs, it remained unmanned. 


 


2.10   PIPELINE DIVISION 


 


2.10.1 Control Room: 


 


A separate control room for pipeline division housed SCADA panel along 


with the tank details which used to indicate all tank levels from the 


TFMS. 


 


2.10.2 Storage facilities: 


The pipeline division was close to commissioning a new tank (12th tank 


in the terminal) newly constructed for storing pipeline inters face 


products. 


 


2.10.3 Pumping facilities: 


The booster pumping station for crude oil consisting of two diesel driven 


pumps was located in a pump house. 


 


2.11   CORPORATE SET UP 


The IOC corporate Operations function organogram as received from 


IOCL is attached as Appendix. 4. 


 


2.12   MAJOR FIRE INCIDENTS 


 


A list of major fire incidents for the period 1991 -2009 in the oil sector in 


the country is attached as Appendix. 5. 
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CHAPTER 9 


PRIMARY AND ROOT CAUSES 


Immediate and system causes were analyzed using the evidence 


compiled. The evidence was broken down into discrete building blocks of 


events or conditions from which the Critical (Causal) Factors were 


identified. Critical Factors are those events or conditions that, if removed, 


might eliminate or reduce the possibility of the event occurring, or reduce 


the severity of it. For each Critical Factor, Possible Immediate Causes and 


Possible Management System Causes (Root Causes) were identified  


 


9.1     CRITICAL FACTORS 


 


1. Loss of primary containment 


 


2. Loss of secondary containment 


 


3. Inadequate mitigation measures 


 


4. Shortcomings in design and engineering specifications of facilities 


and equipment 


 


5. Defunct Vital emergency shutdown system 


 


6. Absence of Operating Personnel in Vital area (Control Room, Field) 


 


7. Absence of On-site and Off-site  Emergency Measures immediately 


on loss of containment 


 


The observations given below are primarily based on the information and 


feedback gathered during the course of investigation from the Terminal 
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and Marketing Operation of Indian Oil Corporation Ltd. Their applicability 


to other areas may need to be verified by a separate study.  


 


9.2      CRITICAL FACTOR CASUAL ANALYSIS 


 


Critical 


Factors 


Immediate 


Cause 


Root Cause 


(Management 


System Cause) 


Policy 


Issues 


1.Uncontrolled                      


Loss  of 


Primary  


Containment in 


the form of a jet  


of gasoline  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


- Wrong 


 Operation of              


valves by 


operator 


 


- Improper 


Equipment 


(Hammer  


Blind valve) 


  


- Absence of  


Second 


Operator 


 


- Lack of 


   supervision 


 


- Ineffective 


   Training 


 


 


- Poor design 


   Awareness 


 


 


 


- Indiscipline 


 


 


- Poor  


  leadership at 


supervisory 


level 


 


- Ineffective 


internal safety 


audit 


 


- No external 


safety audit in 6 


- Safety not given 


adequate priority  


  


- Lack of enforcement of  


   discipline  


 


- Leadership 


  development program 


not effective 


 


-Safety function not 


independent/autonomous 


 


- No ESA conducted in 


last 6 years  
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 years 


2. Operating 


personnel 


incapacitated 


- All operating 


crew 


overcome by 


leaking 


gasoline liquid 


and vapour 


 


-Second 


operator 


attempting 


rescue also 


entered the 


affected area 


and was 


overcome 


 


- No PPE was 


used 


 


- Lack of -


operational skill 


and poor 


mental 


alertness 


 


- Lack of 


training in 


emergency 


management 


 


- Non-


availability/lack 


of awareness 


on PPE use 


 


 


- Lack of Risk 


awareness 


 


 


- Lack of Training program 


3.Loss of  


   Secondary 


Containment 


- Open dyke 


   Valve in 


Tank   401A 


dyke 


- Poor 


operating 


Discipline 


 


- Lack of 


Supervision 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


- Leadership 


  development not 


effective 


 


 


- Independence of safety 


functions lacking 
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- Position .not 


monitored in  


control room  


 


 


 


-   Risk   


   awareness 


 


4.Inadequate 


    Mitigation 


   measures 


 


- MOV closure 


  from control 


room made  


defunct 


 


- Non 


availability 


  of self 


controlled 


breathing 


apparatus 


(SCBA)   


 


 


- No 


emergency  


plan for the 


 scenario 


 


 


- No 


emergency 


responder 


 


 


-No 


“Management 


of Change 


Procedure” 


 


- Improper PPE 


(Personnel 


Protective 


Equipment) 


Policy 


 


 


- Quantitative 


      Risk  


Assessment  


  not done 


 


- Absence of 


Training in 


Emergency 


Management 


 


- Inadequate  


  Leadership 


 


- Safety not given 


adequate  priority  


 


 


-    Risk  perception 


 


 


 


 


 


-    Risk  awareness 


 


 


 


-Emergency awareness  


-  


 


 


- Leadership 


  development not 


effective 


 


- Independence of safety 


functions lacking 
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- Absence of 


command and 


control during 


emergency 


- Ineffective 


internal safety 


audit 


 


- No external 


audit in 6 years 


 


 


 


 


5.Shortcomings 


in design and 


engineering 


- Selected 


device for 


positive 


isolation is 


potentially 


hazardous 


 


- Operating 


area was 


   inside dyke 


 


- MOV 


operation was 


from inside 


dyke 


 


- Operating 


area 


access/escap


e 


unsatisfactory 


 


 


 


 


- Old practice 


not reviewed 


 


 


 


 


 


 


- No Hazard 


   Analysis  


 


 


- Improper 


HAZOP 


 


 


- No Hazard 


   Analysis  


 


 


- Improper 


HAZOP 


 


 


Acceptance of status quo 


 


No formal structure to 


scan latest industry 


development /best 


practices etc. and picking 


up best industry practice 


 


 


-  


 


-  
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- MOV was 


used for tank 


isolation as 


well as for 


Hammer Blind 


isolation. No 


fall back 


provision. 


 


 


 


6. Absence 


from site of 


one 


operator 


 


- Poor 


operating 


discipline 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


- Lack of 


Supervisory 


Control  


 


- Lack of 


Supervision 


and monitoring 


through 


surprise checks 


 


- Laxity in 


strict 


enforcement of 


Conduct & 


Discipline Rules  


 


 


 


 


 


-Incompetency 


      at  


Supervisory 


 Level 


 


- Inadequate monitoring 


by senior management 


 


- Leadership 


  development not 


effective 
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7. Absence 


       of 


Immediate 


Response 


to  On-site 


and Off-site  


Emergency  


- Poor 


emergency 


awareness 


 


 


 


- No 


emergency 


responders 


 


 


 


- Unavailability 


of PPE 


 


 


- Lack of 


understanding 


of Hazard 


potential 


 


 


- Absence of 


Training in 


Emergency 


Management 


 


- Lack of PPE 


Policy 


 


-    Risk Awareness 


 


 


 


- Safety not given 


adequate priority 


 


 


 


- Lack of risk perception 


 


 


 


The root causes are aggregated under the following heads and the 


indications of: 


 


9.3     ROOT CAUSES INDICATORS AND REASONS 


 


ROOT CAUSE INDICATED BY REASONS 


Absence of written 


Standard Operating 


Procedures (SOPs) 


No review of operating 


practices even after CBI 


investigation in August 


2009 


Inadequate leadership at  


Terminal in-charge and 


state level management 


Safety rules not enforced 


Inadequate leadership 


training 


KRA’s too many & 


diverse 
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Operating discipline very 


poor 


PLTs carried on after 


dark, never with manager 


or senior manager 


present 


Vital safety devices made 


non functional since long 


Safety Management 


System not properly 


implemented 
Inadequate Safety 


Priorities 
No adequate safety 


check list 


Management of change, 


safety training ensuring 


competency of people 


not adequately done 


Risk assessment, Hazop, 


What If analysis not done 


Communication facilities 


inadequate 


Vital PPEs like SCBA not 


readily available and 


people not trained for 


emergency use 


Emergency 


preparedness for major 


events missing or totally 


inadequate 


Fire fighting resources 


(manpower, water) 


inadequate 


Near-miss reporting 


system absent 


 


No safety campaigns or 
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posters visible 


Did not indicate 


awareness about safety 


policy, safety policy not 


displayed 


Security staff and the 


contractor had no 


instructions on 


emergency handling on 


their own 


Inadequate safety 


messages displayed 


through posters, 


billboards; safety policy 


not displayed 


No External Safety Audit 


for last 6 years 


Internal Safety Audit 


inadequate as it could not 


point out any deficiency 


in design or procedures & 


practices 


Safety  performance 


based on lagging 


indicators (accident 


statistics) not on 


adherence to system and 


procedures 


 


 


Inadequate  Design  and Push buttons of MOV too Hazard potential of 
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close to each other 


Locations of push buttons 


difficult to see while 


standing in front of MOV 


Entire assembly of 


hammer blind and 


isolating valve should be 


outside the dyke area 


Approachability of valves 


poor, very congested 


One additional valve 


should have been there 


on tank body before 


hammer blind and its 


isolating valve 


Location of fire pumps 


and tanks poorly 


conceived though 


meeting statutory 


distances 


Bleed valve between 


hammer blind and MOV 


not provided even though 


on P&ID 


Construction 


Second escape route 


from installation near 


pipeline area was 


blocked by a wall which 


had been constructed to 


close the gate 


 


hammer blind not 


realized Deficient  


design review 
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No checking or guidance 


from Shift Supervisor 


when emergency 


occurred 


 


 


Quality of supervision 


inadequate 


Poor judgement of Shift 


Supervisor – taking on 


too much workload in 


shift with one operator 


gone out, 2nd operator 


working 3rd consecutive 


day 16 hrs, 3rd operator 


being emotionally 


stressed 


 


 Miscommunication 


between KR Meena & 


RN Meena 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Focused Supervisor 


Training and its 


certification 


Marketing and Pipeline 


Divisions did not display 


coordinated emergency 


management Working in Silos 


Pipeline Division failed to 


realize Hazard potential 


of the loss of containment 


 


 


 


Interface Management 


Focus  


 


 


9.4     ESTABLISHING REASONS FOR OPERATOR ACTION 


 


1. The Committee tried to examine the underline reasons that 


may have led to the experienced operators’ making such a 
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basic mistake in the operation of the valves. Some likely 


causes which could lead to such an event are listed below: 


 


a) Was it because of human error? 


 


b) Was carelessness the cause? 


 


c) Could it be due to operators’ taking a short cut to the procedures? 


 


d) Were the operators misled due to an equipment deficiency such as a 


passing valve? 


 


e) Was bad practice of the past a reason? 


 


f) Was there any possibility of any ulterior or personal motive? 


 


2. It was also known that Shri RN Meena, the operator who 


actually operated the Hammer Blind and other valves which 


resulted in the leak, was somewhat absent-minded and had 


a withdrawn personality, and also was under some stress 


due to family problems. 


3. Human error, though it can happen any time, seems a little 


unlikely because the same group of operating personnel had 


just a few minutes ago carried out an identical operation on 


another product tank for lining up (SKO). Further, the same 


group of operators have been carrying out the PLT operation 


for the last 15 years or so. 


4. Carelessness could have been a starting point, especially if 


we take into account the emotional situation of the 


concerned operator Shri RN Meena. There is always a 


likelihood that he might have forgotten to check the position 
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of the Hammer Blind or the HOV before commencing line up 


operation. 


5. Being misled by a passing valve like the MOV is also a 


possibility, though such passing of the valve was never 


reported earlier. 


6. Operators taking a short cut is also likely as for example if 


they were trying to hasten the activity of line pressurizing, 


even before the tank gauging exercise was completed. 


7. Bad practice of the past such as keeping HOV open first 


seems to have been prevalent but this itself may not be the 


cause for the incident. 


8. As regards ulterior or personal motive the Committee has 


noted the presence of some unusual circumstances, viz, 


 


 


i) just prior to tank 401-A lining up operation both the operators had lined 


up the SKO tank barely 10-15 minutes earlier, when both the operators 


were present and SKO tank was successfully lined up. 


ii) The same procedure was not followed in case of MS. While one 


operator had gone up the tank, the other operator remained at the 


valve line up position and was reportedly doing something. Before the 


crew could come down from top of the tank and be briefed about what 


he (Shri K R M) had done, for some inexplicable reason he left the 


work place and was later found having tea  in the canteen. This does 


lead to some doubts and suspicion about what could have compelled 


him to leave the site. 


iii) There has been a case of unusual stock losses in MS sometime in July 


2009 which was under internal investigation at the time of the incident. 


Almost a week prior to the incident a letter had also been written to 


Senior Terminal Manager by the GM (RSO) regarding these unusual 


stock losses. 
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iv) It is also known that there was an incident being investigated by the 


CBI regarding diesel (HSD) pilferage which happened in June/July 


2009. 


v) Both the operators were highly experienced and normally not be 


expected to commit such a mistake of leaving the hammer blind open 


and opening the MOV.  


vi) In the light of what is stated above the Committee feels that motivated 


actions by the operators for whatsoever reasons cannot be entirely 


ruled out. In case the delivery line pressurizing is done before the tank 


is gauged it would distort the tank receipt figures from the pipeline 


group and reduce the stock loss figure of Marketing Installation. 


vii) However, as it was not strictly in the remit of this Committee to collect 


any concrete evidence or records related to pilferage/mal-intention, the 


Committee has no means of establishing, with any degree of certainty, 


that this was indeed a driving motive for the action.  


viii) Since both the operator are no more, the committee could not 


concretely substantiate these issues 


 


9.5   POSSIBILITY OF SABOTAGE 


 


There is no concrete evidence of any sabotage as per the extensive field 


surveys, analysis/equipment conditions.  


 


9.6   SUMMARY OF BASIC CAUSES 


 


Human Factors 


- Operational safety rules, procedures were not being effectively enforced 


 


- Experience level of supervisory staff in installation was considerably 


diluted as a result of company policy on transfers 
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- No effort made to assess competency and aptitude of officers and 


managerial staff and use this for company postings 


 


- Even though plant had some degree of automation, in the tankage 


operation and pipeline transfer area, considerable human intervention was 


called for, and therefore human back up should have been carefully 


assessed. 


 


- One of the shift operators, who was quite experienced and well versed 


with the Installation and its operation was not at site as he had reportedly 


gone home for 3-4 hours for some work.   


 


Technical and Engineering Factors 


- Design of system inadequate – use of Hammer Blind. MOV used for 


isolating HB. Only one press of a wrong button when HB is open can 


result in extreme hazard. No fallback in case of leak except remote 


shutting provision. This can always be defeated but an additional valve on 


tank cannot be removed that easily. Location of HB and MOV inside dyke 


is unsafe. 


 


- Construction and equipment – congested area, approachability poor. Push 


buttons placed inconveniently. 


 


- Drainage system – tank dyke is connected to storm water drain also which 


is open to atmosphere, Hydrocarbon entering this allows vapor to spread 


throughout installation. 


 


- Fire water, fire pumps & storage tanks – water adequacy norms not based 


on major fire explosion. Location of five pumps and FW storage not ideal. 
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- Restricted VHF communication facility, paging facility for operating staff 


and no Public Address System.  


 


- Flow meter on product lines from the Installation was not provided.  


 


Organisational Factors 


• No contingency plans in place for dealing with major incidents. Hazards in 


operating large installation like Jaipur were not fully understood. 


 


• Safety and loss management systems were inadequate (e.g. Internal 


Safety Audit, risk reduction strategies etc), No near miss reporting system 


seems to be in place, there was no evidence of any accident records, 


even minor ones, absence of safety posters/slogans etc. 


 


• Corporate Safety Group being inadequate, professional training to safety 


and line managers in quantitative methods and risk assessment 


techniques etc., was not provided. 


 


• In terms of overall corporate priorities, terminal operations, primarily being 


a cost center, may be getting less management time and attention than 


direct revenue earners like sales or production or other external facing 


departments like retail sales and lubes etc. 


 


• Manpower requirement and quality of personnel not assessed properly. 


 


• Discontinuity in senior management in the Terminal.  During the about 14 


years of operation since commissioning, the installation had 8 managers 


(incharges).  Result was that systems, procedures and training and follow 


up suffered greatly. 
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• Emergency/Contingency plans for dealing with major incidents were 


inadequate. 


 


• Internal Safety Audits conducted did not point out the non availability of 


the emergency remote close facility on the critical motor operated valves 


since several years.  External Safety Audit had been conducted about six 


years ago which had pointed out a deficiency in these valves. 


 


• A growing corporation with bigger sizes of installations and plants and also 


increasing numbers of such installations needs greater sophistication in 


both technology and engineering controls as well as in management 


systems. No evidence seems to be in place of a review mechanism to 


periodically oversee these aspects.   


 


Environment 


• The original location about 15 years ago had hardly any industrial 


establishment around it. 


 


• .Rapidly developing Jaipur city resulted in industries being set up 


contiguous to the installation. 


 


Overall Lessons Learnt 


- Management must always ensure that systems to provide realistic 


feedback to them about the safety and operational readiness and the 


practices in the field areas, are always in place and a system of checks 


and balances is maintained. 


 


- Terminals and installations should be subjected to a QRA and treated as a 


high hazard location 
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- Combined knowledge and experience of operations maintenance and 


management personnel must be maintained at a high level 


 


- Senior management both at local and corporate level need to give more 


attention to monitor installation actual practices 


 


- Greater coordination required between local Land Planning Authorities 


and major high hazard and other Industries. 
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CHAPTER 3 


DESCRIPTION OF THE INCIDENT 


 


Based on the information obtained through interviews, site visits, and 


data collection by the Investigating Committee events leading to the 


incident are found to be: 


 


3.1 BPCL put an indent in the morning at 10.00 a.m. of 29th October for 


receiving MS (1567 KL) and SKO (850 KL) to be received in their 


neighbouring installation by pipeline transfer on 30th October. Shri G.S 


Chambal, Manager Operations BPCL who was on a half day duty on 


29th came to IOC control room around 2.30 p.m. to plan the activities for 


next day’s PLT operations of both MS & SKO. However when he met 


Shri A.B. Gupta, Shift Officer of IOC, Shri A.B. Gupta informed him that 


he, (A.B. Gupta) had received directions from his superior (Shri Poddar, 


Senior Manager IOC) to start SKO transfer today (i.e. on 29th October). 


Thereafter a telephonic discussion took place between Shri Poddar, Shri 


Chambal and Shri Gupta in which Shri Chambal requested that in case 


SKO transfer was being preponed to 29th, then MS transfer should also 


take place on 29th. Since by then Shri Poddar had received the product 


quality results for MS from Quality Control (QC), and the product were 


certified meeting quality standards, he (Poddar) agreed to the request of 


BPCL to transfer MS also on 29th in addition to SKO.  


 


3.2 It was decided that the PLT will start after TLF operation at 17.30 hrs. 


and Shri D.S. Chambal agreed to arrive at that time for necessary 


witnessing of tank gauging and lining up for PLT start up operations. Shri 


A.B. Gupta the Shift Officer in second shift had three operators present 


in his shift at the beginning of his shift - Shri. K.N. Agarwal, Shri. K.R 


Meena and Shri R.N. Meena. Shri K.R. Meena was continuing on 


overtime from first shift (morning) operations. In fact, from the overtime 
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records it is found that Shri K.R. Meena had worked 16 hours on 27th 


October and also on 28th October  and was doing the third consecutive 


day of 16 hours of work on 29th, the day when the accident happened. 


Shri K.N. Agarwal, the other operator on Shri Gupta’s shift approached 


Shri Gupta seeking permission for two hours leave for attending some 


Puja at his house. Shri Gupta reportedly indicated his unwillingness to 


accede to Shri Agarwal‘s request in view of the considerable job load 


involving transfer operations of two products MS and SKO and few other 


activities. Shri Agrawal was at that time assigned the job of draining 


water from MS tank 409-A and subsequent dipping of the tank. Shri 


Agarwal after completing the job and taking the dip of the tanks left the 


site apparently without specific permission of Shri Gupta around 5.30 pm 


taking the general shift bus. Shri Agarwal’s leaving the premises has 


also been confirmed by the gate security. 


 


3.3 At around 5.10 p.m. Shri Gupta called Shri Gangal, Shift Officer, Pipeline 


Division of IOC for taking over a SKO tank No.402-A from pipeline 


custody to marketing custody and proceeded towards the tank along 


with both the available operators Shri K.R. Meena and Shri R.N. Meena. 


After reaching SKO tank 402-A, all valve positions were checked as 


correct in the presence of both Shri Gupta and Shri Gangal and the 


water was drained from the tank. Thereafter the inlet valve to the tank 


was closed including the hammer blind valve and the lock earlier put on 


the outlet line hammer blind valve was taken out and put on the inlet line  


hammer blind valve. On completion of this operation, Shri Gupta and 


Shri Gangal along with Shri K.R. Meena went on the tank top and took 


the dip. Thus the custody of the SKO tank 402-A was taken over by 


Marketing from Pipeline. At this time Shri Gupta from top of the tank 402-


A noticed two BPCL contractors’ men who carry out sealing of the valves 


for BPCL prior to PLT approaching the tank farm. Normally when inter 


company pipeline transfer took place for any product, the receiving 
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company personnel checked the line up and sealed the valve to make 


sure that no product inadvertently went to any other destination other 


than the intended tank in the receiving company. This practice had been 


adopted because the accounting practices were based on the difference 


of between the opening and closing dips of the delivery (supplying 


company, i.e. IOC) tanks. After the dipping and taking over of tank from 


the Pipeline, the two operators Shri K.R. Meena and Shri R.N. Meena 


lined up SKO tank  402-A to SKO pumps for pumping to BPCL by first 


reversing the outlet line hammer blind valve in the line up position, 


opening the HOV and lastly then MOV in the outlet line, in the end. 


 


3.4 Shri Gupta thereafter along with Shri Gangal proceeded with his team to 


MS tank farm area for taking over and lining up of MS tank 401-A in a 


similar manner. On reaching there first the valve positions were checked 


and water drained and lock on the Hammer Blind was reversed from 


outline to inlet line. Thereafter Shri Gupta and Shri Gangal went to the 


tank 401-A top along with Shri R.N. Meena and completed the dip 


operation while Shri K.R. Meena stayed at the ground level.  On climbing 


down after dipping of the tank, Shri Gupta did not find Shri K.R.Meena in 


the tank bund area though he was supposed to carry out the line up 


operation along with Shri R.N. Meena. Shri Gupta in his deposition 


before the Committee stated that when he was on the tank 401-A top, he 


had heard Shri K.R. Meena trying to tell him something but he could not 


make out what he was trying to say. As per Shri Gupta, he instructed 


Shri R.N. Meena to wait for Shri K.R. Meena and on his arrival carry out 


the line up operation. Thereafter Shri Gupta along with Shri Gangal went 


on the other side of tank 401-A and completed the dip memos for SKO 


tank  402-A and MS tank 401- A. The copy of the dip memo which was 


found in Shri Gupta’s pocket indicated the timing as  17.20 hrs. for SKO 


tank and 17.50 hrs. for MS tank.  Thereafter Shri Gupta noticing that Shri 


D.S. Chambal is yet to arrive (expected at 17.30 p.m.) and decided to 
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call him using his cell phone and for this purpose went out of the bund 


and crossed the plant road.  


 


3.5 Soon thereafter (around 18.10 hrs) Shri. Gupta heard Shri R.N. Meena 


shouting (not visible being on other side of the tank) stating that there is 


a major MS leak and that he (Shri R.N. Meena) is blinded with MS 


(Guptaji bahut petrol leek ho gaya, meri ankhon mein gaya). Shri Gupta 


shouted “close the valve” (valve bandh karo, valve bandh karo) and 


rushed towards Shri R.N. Meena . 


 


Then Shri Gupta on reaching near Shri Meena observed the following: 


 


(a) MS was leaking in vertical direction as a fountain, the height being 


little higher than man’s height (presumably 7/8 feet) but rose gradually 


to a higher levels and finally being observed almost up to 25/30 feet.  


 


(a)  Shri R.N. Meena was in completely dazed condition, drenched 


entirely in MS and close to asphyxiation.  


 


3.6 Shri Gupta carried Shri R.N. Meena, intending to bring him to safe area 


outside bund but very soon himself was overcome by MS vapours which 


compelled him to drop Shri R.N. Meena and to get himself over the 


bundwall to save him. Shri Gupta managed to cross the dyke but was 


nearly immobilised and managed to shout in his walkie-talkie stating 


“huge MS leak, I am dying (bahut leak ho gaya, main mar gaya)”. 


 


a. The other operator Shri K.R. Meena at that time was having tea in 


the canteen and he overheard the distress call of Shri Gupta 


through walkie-talkie of Shri Hoshiyar Singh, the contractor 


electrician who was also having tea in the canteen at that time. Shri 


K.R. Meena immediately ran at top speed and went to tank T-401-A 
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entering the dyke area presumably to control the situation. 


However, he apparently could neither stop the leaking MS nor was 


able to get Shri R.N. Meena or even himself out from the affected 


dyke. The remains of Shri K.R. Meena were identified only because 


of his small personal belongings like key chain on the eastern side 


of the tank pad of 401-A. The remains of Shri R.N. Meena were 


also found on the eastern side close to partition tank of 401-A and 


B. 


 


b. Following, Shri K.R. Meena, Shri Hoshiyar Singh (the contractor 


electrician also in-charge of the DG supervision in whose walkie-


talkie Shri Gupta’s distress call was received), Shri Mukesh Sain of 


SB Enterprises (building water tank repair contractor) who was also 


present in the canteen at that time rushed towards tank 401-A. The 


distance from canteen to tank 401-A is approx. 250 M. 


 


c. At the same time the security personnel at gate who also received 


Shri Gupta’s call in walkie-talkie rushed towards tank 401-A. The 


security gate is approx. 500 M away from tank No.401-A. 


 


3.7 Almost at the same time Shri G.S. Chambal, Manager Operations of 


BPCL, who had come to take joint dip of the tanks (402-A and 401-A), 


along with Shri Gupta had reached the control room found none , and 


learnt that IOC personnel had gone to the tank area, of  tank 401-A. He 


also heard loud shouts and rushed towards the tank. He found that Shri 


A.B Gupta coming down from the dyke of tank 401-A and then lie down 


on the road intersection (southern side) between tank No.401-A and 


403-C. Shri A.B. Gupta was found drenched in MS. By this time, all the 


people mentioned above had also reached the same spot and Shri 


Chambal too reached the spot. Then the security personnel assisted by 


Shri Mukesh Sain carried Shri Gupta towards the control room followed 
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by Shri G.S. Chambal whose vehicle was parked outside control room. 


Shri Gupta was put in Shri Chambal’s (BPCL’s vehicle) which was 


pushed to the gate by security personnel. The car was started thereafter 


and Shri Gupta was taken to the hospital by Shri Chambal, leaving the 


gate reportedly around/after 18.30 hrs.  Around the same time the siren 


was sounded by the security personnel. 


 


3.8 During this period, around 06.15 pm, Shri S.S. Gupta, Chief Operations 


Manager of IOC pipe line division who was leaving pipeline division 


office in his car after duty hours had experienced strong  smell of  MS 


vapour. However, he just informed pipeline control room officer about the 


smell asking him to investigate and left the site. After leaving the 


Terminal while on his way home he received a message from his 


colleagues present in the pipeline division that a profuse leak had 


occurred at MS tank area of Marketing Division. Shri S.S. Gupta 


immediately tried to contact Shri Poddar and after several tries, could get 


him on phone and Shri Poddar informed him about the uncontrollable 


leakage of MS and also said that an emergency had been declared. At 


this, Shri S.S. Gupta immediately intimated all the officials present in the 


Pipeline area to evacuate immediately and escape for the safety of their 


lives. As emergency gate near the Pipeline Division had been walled up, 


the only exit for the Pipeline Division officials was through the Terminal, 


which became inaccessible due to heavy concentration of MS vapours. 


Hence they were trapped inside. Even in this situation, Shri Gangal took 


all the steps to close the valves in the Pipeline Division to ensure safe 


shut down of the pipeline systems. Unfortunately, they failed to gauge 


the imminent danger looming on their lives.  


 


   Computer records indicated that at 18.36 hrs., crude oil booster 


pumps (diesel operated) stopped 
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3.9 Shri D.C. Verma, Manager - IS also heard the sound of the siren while 


he was inside BCC building at around 18.30 hrs. came out and enquired 


about the situation. On being intimated about the dangerous situation, he 


went back to office room, spoke to his colleagues/seniors, gave 


command for safe shutdown of the system and came to the main gate at 


around 19.20 hrs. He also found strong vapour smell which was 


unbearable. This was clear indication that MS vapour, which was 


gushing out of open hammer blind, had by then spread through length 


and breadth of the terminal and was waiting for the catastrophe to 


happen. 


 


3.10 During the time Shri Gupta was put in Shri Chambal’s car near the 


control room and the car was being pushed, Shri Chambal had phoned 


Shri A.K. Poddar, Senior Manager (Terminal) around 18.24 hrs. 


informing about the incident. Shri Poddar, who had reached home, 


immediately informed Shri Shashank Shekhar, Senior Operations 


Manager (SOM)/other colleagues and Shri Shashank Shekhar, in turn, 


informed Shri Gautam Bose, GM, Rajasthan State Office. Shri Bose 


immediately along with his other colleagues at the Guest House rushed 


to the site and picked up Shri Kanaujia, Senior Terminal Manager, In-


charge, from a gymnasium. On the way Shri Bose informed senior 


government officials, district authorities, police etc., requesting fire 


tenders and personnel and also informed other IOC sites. 


 


3.11 While Shri A.B. Gupta was brought to the Marketing Division control 


room around/before 18.30 hrs., main gate security personnel called Shri 


Jagdish, driver of the pipeline division jeep, parked at the pipeline gate to 


carry Shri Gupta to the hospital. Shri Jagdish however, in spite of his 


repeated attempts could not start the jeep, presumably because of 


heavy MS vapour formation in the area already by that time in the area, 


which made the air too rich for ignition in the engine. 
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3.12 In this situation Shri Sher Singh, Chief of Security (ex-army man, now 


employed by the security contractor) made valiant repeated efforts to 


rescue Shri R.M. Meena and K.R. Meena along with a security guard 


each time. However, due to very heavy MS vapour concentration, non 


availability of Self Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA), absence of 


any training to deal with such emergency, he could do little and finally 


had to withdraw because other security personnel fearing for their lives 


refused to assist him. 


 


3.13 Because of non-availability of SCBA site IOC officials went to BPCL 


terminal and finally brought 2 Nos. BPCL SCBA sets around 19.15/19.20 


hrs. By that time Shri Gautam Bose and other local senior IOC officials 


reached the site assembling in the gate unable to enter tank farm area 


because of heavy MS vapour which had by that time reached plant entry 


gate. 


 


3.14 On receiving SCBA sets (around 7.20 pm), attempt was on to persuade 


Shri Mukesh Sain of S.D Enterprise to put on a SCBA set and approach 


tank farm area for attempting stopping the MS leak. In spite of having no 


training on SCBA set use, Shri Mukesh Sain agreed to put on the same 


and move inside. 


 


3.15 While this exercise was on at the gate around 7.35 pm, the heavy 


vapour cloud which by that time had spread over almost entire plant  


area and was very dense found an ignition source (yet to be identified) 


and resulted in a massive explosion identical to detonation. 


 


3.16 Almost simultaneously after explosion, small blasts followed by fire 


occurred in nine of the eleven tanks and the fire continued till the fuel 


contents were totally burnt. Two MS tanks (409 A &B) which did not 
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ignite immediately caught fire after a few hours. These two tanks 


experienced seal fire and their roof was not blown. 


 


3.17 A few selected photographs are shown in the subsequent pages. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


 


1.   THE INCIDENT 


 


1.1 In the evening shift of October 29, 2009, the Indian Oil Corporation’s 


POL (Petroleum Oil Lubricants) Terminal at Sanganer in Jaipur was 


preparing to transfer Kerosine (SKO) and Motor Spirit (MS) to the 


neighbouring BPCL Terminal, a routine operation for these 


Installations. A crew of four (one shift officer and three operators) were 


manning the IOC Installation. Kerosine was “lined up” (pipeline made 


through) first and thereafter the operating crew proceeded to prepare 


the MS tank (tank 401-A) for pumping to BPCL installation. 


 


1.2 In the process of lining up the MS tank, at about 6.10 PM, a huge leak 


of the product took place as a jet of liquid from the “Hammer Blind 


Valve” on the delivery line of the tank leading to the MS pump. 


 


1.3 This liquid MS which rapidly generated vapours, soon overwhelmed 


and incapacitated the operator carrying out the “line up” operation. The 


shift officer, who was nearby, tried to help the operator, but he too was 


affected by the vapours and liquid, and had to be removed to hospital 


in a semi-conscious state. The 2nd operator, who was incidentally in 


the canteen at the time, also rushed to the spot, but he was also 


completely overpowered by the strong MS vapours and liquid and 


could not be rescued. The 3rd operator on the shift,  who was 


supposed to be on site,  had earlier left for home on some personal 


work and was thus not available to initiate any rescue or mitigating 


steps. 
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1.4 With none of the operating crew being available any more for initiating 


any control actions, the leak continued unabated, and by the time the 


senior staff and civil authorities could reach the site, had already 


engulfed almost the entire installation, making their entry not only 


difficult but also dangerous. 


 


1.5 After about an hour and 15 minutes of the leak having started, there 


was a  a massive explosion followed by a huge fireball covering the 


entire installation. It is estimated that in this one hour and 15 or 20 


minutes of uncontrolled leak, about 1000 tons of MS could have 


escaped out, which would have generated enough vapour to cause an 


explosion with the equivalence of 20 tons of TNT. 


 


1.6 The source of ignition, which triggered the explosion and fire could 


have been from one of the non flame proof electrical equipment in the 


Administrative Block, or from a vehicle being started in the installation. 


 


1.7 The fire which followed the explosion soon spread to all other tanks 


and continued to rage for about 11 days. The management of IOCL 


had taken a considered decision to allow the petroleum products to 


burn out to avoid further possibilities of accident in the installation in 


the interest of public safety. 


 


1.8 Ultimately the entire, about 60,000 KL of petroleum products stored in 


the Terminal (equivalent of about 1000-1200 retail outlets) at the time 


of the accident was consumed in the fire, and the installation was 


totally destroyed. Buildings in the immediate neighbourhood were 


heavily damaged with minor damages and window panes breakages 


occurring up to  around 2 Km from the site. 
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      The total loss estimated on account of the fire and explosion as 


reported by IOC in the Press, which includes the loss for finished 


products, stores, fixed assets and compensation for third party losses, 


amount to approx., Rs. 280 crores. 


 


1.9 Eleven people lost their lives in the accident – six from IOC and five 


outsiders, and several others were injured. 


 


1.10 The Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas (MoP&NG) immediately 


thereafter i.e. on 30.9.2009 constituted a seven member Independent 


Inquiry Committee to inquire into the incident. 


 


 IMMEDIATE CAUSES 


 


1.11  The immediate cause of the accident was the non-observance of 


normal safe procedure involving sequence of valve operation in the 


line up activity and an engineering design which permitted use of a 


“Hammer Blind Valve”, a device which is used for positively isolating a 


pipeline.  The design of the Hammer Blind valve allows a large area at 


the top of the valve (at the valve bonnet) to be completely open every 


time the valve position needed to be changed.  It was through this 


open area that the liquid MS had gushed out, when the tank was being 


lined up (made ready for pumping to BPCL) because another valve 


connecting to the tank was also open when the Hammer Blind was in 


the changeover position 


 


ROOT CAUSE 


 


1.12 The basic or root causes were an absence of site specific written 


operating procedures, absence of leak stopping devices from a remote 


location (the facility for remote closing of the “Motor Operated Valve” 
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connecting to the tank side, which could have stopped the leak) and 


insufficient understanding of hazards and risks and consequences. 


 


CRITICAL FACTORS 


 


1.13 The critical factors which resulted in the Catastrophic Accident are: 


 


� Loss of primary containment of Motor Spirit (Petrol) 


� Loss of secondary containment 


� Incapacitated Operating Personnel 


� Inadequate mitigation measures 


� Shortcomings in design and engineering specifications of 


facilities and equipment 


� Absence of Operating Personnel from site and also from vital 


operational area  


 


RESPONSE 


 


1.14 Information about the leak and the hazard was conveyed by the 


Security staff on site to the Terminal senior management staff and 


others. The state and local civil authorities were alerted by IOC state 


level officers and within about 30-45 minutes almost all personnel and 


agencies in the city and around had come to the site. However, the 


sheer enormity of the unconfined vapour cloud which had by then 


spread till the gate of the installation, made the affected area 


unapproachable. Non-availability of a Self Contained Breathing 


Apparatus (SCBA) and Fire Suit immediately, left the entire response 


team as mere helpless spectators in preventing the incident. 


 


           However, the civic authorities took commendable steps in evacuating  


the injured and ensuring immediate medical attention and in redirecting 
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and controlling traffic and cordoning off areas thereby minimizing 


damages outside the Installation. 


 


RECOMMENDATIONS: 


 


1.15 Immediate measures have been recommended keeping in view 


that there are a large number of Installations and Terminals existing in 


the country where improvements in technical and operational 


measures can ensure safety and emergency preparedness. Such 


measures include the ensuring of safety back up systems, 


modifications to make human error less likely, making emergency 


action possible from remote locations ensuring availability and 


observance of site specific operating procedures,  improving operating 


discipline, communication facilities and ensuring availability and 


knowledge regarding the use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).  


Manning levels have also been recommended for a review. Other  


recommendations  include enhancing automation levels, and other 


measures like design features such as dual level gauges and alarms 


to avoid possibility of a tank overflow, (which can create a similar 


hazard), installation of Hydrocarbon detectors,and CCTV with alarm 


feature. An important requirement is that for large sized installations 


and especially those in highly congested areas, a quantitative risk 


assessment exercise should be undertaken and based on the risk 


assessment, mitigation measures to reduce the risk should be 


initiated. 


 


1.16 Long term measures for planned implementation deal with the 


technical and operational issues for phased implementation and also 


wider issues at the managerial and industry level which can be 


considered. 
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1.17 Major areas of recommendations in this category are: 


 


a) Improving the design and layout for preventing loss of hydrocarbon 


containment and providing better monitoring of Terminal 


operations. 


b) New terminal and installation should incorporate the state of the art 


technology for terminal automation which can improve reliability 


and safety of operation and reduce the chance of human error  


 


c) Standardisation of the Marketing Terminal covering all aspects 


including design, marketing and operations on the lines of 


standards developed for LPG OISD:STD 144. 


 


d) Augmenting fire fighting capabilities/automation and developing 


joint facilities of all Oil Marketing Companies wherever they are 


present in close proximity. 


 


e) Improving human factor through better training, performance 


evaluation criteria and safety oriented corporate policies. 


 


f) The Committee recommends the setting up of a dedicated group 


for Terminal operations as a separate joint venture or subsidiary 


organisation. 


 


g) Strengthening the Safety function in the Corporation by 


professionalizing its cadre and making it directly report to the senior 


most executive (the CEO of the company)  and  for  the Marketing 


and Pipeline  functions, making Safety independent and 


autonomous  of the  functions (similar to the Vigilance and Internal 


Audit functions). 
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h) Strengthening the internal safety auditing functions by making it 


cross-functional and providing professional safety auditing training. 


 


i) The recommendations also discussed the siting criteria and 


recommend that a quantitative risk analysis should  be carried out 


for this purpose..  


 


j) The Committee has also suggested legislation for preventing 


damage to life and property outside the boundary of such 


installations regarding appropriate land use surrounding such 


installations and the role of local and state governments in such 


matters. 


 


k) The Committee also suggested for reviewing of all Major Accident 


Hazard Installations as defined under Manufacture, Storage and 


Import of Hazardous Chemicals Rules 1989 from security threat 


perceptions point of view. 


 


l)  As an illustration the report also indicates that if a leak such as this 


can be arrested within eight minutes, the impact zone would be 


about 200 meters from the point of ignition of any vapour cloud.  


Any delay in arresting the leak would increase the radius of the 


impact zone. 


 


m) Safety considerations in siting of major installations and facility may 


also require amendments to the existing Petroleum Rules 2002 to 


empower the Government for ensuring a buffer safety zone around 


High Hazard Petroleum Installations. 
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OVERALL LESSONS LEARNT 


 


1.18 Based on the Jaipur incident a few lessons learnt are highlighted: 


 


a) Facilities and installations with inherently high hazards  


should incorporate redundancy in safety systems and ensure their 


upkeep at all times. 


 


b) Management should ensure that reliable systems are in 


place to give timely feedback on the current practices and state of 


readiness in different facilities. 


 


c)  Management must ensure that identified actions are being 


carried out. 


 


d) A high priority on safety from the senior and top 


management groups will send the right signals down the line to 


ensure safety and production. 


 


e) High degree of operational competence should be 


maintained at all times by building on the combined knowledge and 


experience of all the professional groups. The lessons learnt from all 


major incidents should be shared and widely disseminated in the 


entire Industry preferably through an appropriate website.. 


 


CONCLUSION 


 


1.19 Jaipur incident was first of its kind in India and the third one 


reported globally. Loss of containment in terms of time and quantity 


was never considered a “Credible Event” and accordingly not taken 


into account in “Hazard Identification”. HAZOP as well as Risk 
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Assessment for Petroleum Instalaltions. Notwithstanding this the 


incident would not have been occurred if the basic procedures of 


operating Hammer Blind valve before opening tank body valve (MOV) 


were followed. Further even after the leak started the “Accident” could 


have been managed if Safety Measures provided in the Control Room 


were not made and kept defunct. The lack of back up for emergency 


shut down from control room and absence of company official in the 


control room and lack of any “Emergency Response for long period 


(75 minutes or so)” allowed leakage to go uncontrolled resulting in the 


Massive Vapour Cloud Explosion. 
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CHAPTER 5 


EVIDENCE AND DATA COLLECTION 


 


5.1 Since the incident involved a massive explosion and fire which resulted in 


extensive structural damage, it made the task of collecting documentary 


evidence a very difficult and time consuming exercise. Many of the 


documents were received after considerable time had lapsed and still 


some are awaited. 


5.2 Evidence gathering started immediately following the incidence as soon as 


the investigation committee member could enter the premises. 


5.3 Extensive photographs were taken during the time of fire was razing and 


subsequently, during inspections of damage in the site. 


5.4 The Investigation Committee has all along been attempting to obtain 


data/information to understand the manner of loss of containment 


(immediately prior to the blast) through available recorded data in the 


control room but was given to understand that all these which were 


recorded in hard disk had been destroyed. Subsequently, the committee 


took the initiative of getting a search conducted in the debris of the control 


room and other buildings destroyed in the blast. The hard disks of the 


computer and the CCTV recordings which were located in good condition 


were taken in police custody for forensic investigation. The committee has 


requested for a copy of the available records but the same is awaited as of 


now.  During subsequent interviews it was revealed as late as 23rd 


December that though the ERP/TFMS recorded data in the marketing 


control room has been destroyed in all likelihood, another set of the same 


data is recorded in the software in the pipeline division control room 


wherein tank levels are recorded every minute. Thereafter on the instance 


of the Investigating Committee, the pipeline division was instructed to re-


check and to make renewed efforts to locate and retrieve this hard disk. 


Immediately thereafter on 24th December morning the pipeline division 


located the hard disk retrieved the same as well as its back up disk, both 
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of which were immediately taken possession of by the local police. The 


Chairman, Investigation Committee had immediately requested one of its 


Members (Principal Secretary, Mines & Minerals, Govt. of Rajasthan) to 


retrieve the duplicate disk at least for making it available to the 


investigating committee. This is awaited. 


 


5.5 WITNESSES 


           Interview process of evidence gathering commenced on 2nd November, 


2009 and the last interview was held on 11th January, 2010.  


 


5.6    During the course of the investigation, interviews were conducted with 21 


IOCL employees and 9 IOCL contractors’ personnel, 1 BPCL employee 


and 2 BPCL contractors’ personnel. Most of the interviews were sound 


recorded and transcripts from the sound recordings were made. 


 


5.7      SOME SIGNIFICANT PRIOR EVENTS 


           During the course of the investigations, though the committee did not get 


information from any of the interviews, it did gather through other sources 


that just about two months ago i.e. in August 2009, there was a case of 


theft of HSD detected by the CBI from the IOC terminal in collusion with a 


neighbouring company oil terminal official. Some personnel of the IOC 


terminal were taken into custody for this.  


           The committee felt this was relevant information which should have been 


provided earlier by the concerned officials in Jaipur.  


 


5.8     DOCUMENTATION 


          The committee submitted a list of documents to the concerned IOC 


officials which the company wishes to pursue during the course of the 


investigations. These included the following: 
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          The committee was informed that many of these were probably destroyed 


in the blast since they were normally kept in the control room/site office. 


However, subsequently after several days, some of these could be 


reassembled or reconstructed from elsewhere in the Corporation. While 


interviewing Shri Syal, COM on 18.12.2009 in OISD offices, it emerged 


that the operating log book had also been located in the rubble of the 


control room. The committee asked that this be made available to the 


committee which was done on 18.12.2009. 


 


          The committee also asked IOC if the hard disk drives of the pipeline 


control room which also receives the TFMS data could be retrieved. IOC 


informed that this was also traceable in the P/L control room rubble, but 


that it would have to be obtained only after proper procedure and 


permission from necessary authorities are obtained. The committee has 


not accessed the data in this hard disk also. 


 


5.10    PROCESS MODELING 


 


          The Committee has carried out processing modeling studies based on 


computer programmes  PHAST version 6.53 available with EIL. These 


studies indicate the extent of vapour clouds spread and the boundary of 


the lower explosivity limit in which any spark could trigger and 


explosion/detonation. The modeling also indicates the extent of shock 


waves for different pressure levels and this has been done for different 


cases of wind direction, wind speed. The weather conditions prevailing at 


that time has been taken from the website of the Indian Meteorological 


Department.  


          A detail analysis of process modeling is discussed in CHAPTER 6. 


 


           From the evidence pieced together from interviews, it comes out that the 


leak of gasoline (MS) continued for about one hour and 20 minutes before 
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the explosion took place. The computer programme however is based on 


a maximum time of one hour only and therefore the results of the process 


modeling study could be a little more conservative than the actual event. 


 


5.11   VISIT TO JODHPUR TERMINAL  


 


          The committee visited Jodhpur terminal on 13.12.2009 to see the 


operating practices and facilities. An experiment with water in the tank was 


conducted to see extent of leakage with Hammer Blind open. This is 


discussed in detail in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 7 


FACILITIES, OBSERVATION AND ANALYSIS 


 


       BACKGROUND INFORMATION 


 


7.1   VAPOUR CLOUD EXPLOSION 


        Prior to the Buncefield and now Jaipur incident, the most likely 


consequences from a failure of volatile liquid hydrocarbon containment, 


such as from a storage tank or from any other location in an installation, 


would have been assumed to be a flash fire and/or pool fire. The size of the 


flash fire would probably have been limited because the influence of the 


vaporization from atomized liquid cascade as it happened in the present 


case from a Hammer Blind Valve but was not identified as a hazard and the 


flash fire would have been associated with evaporation from an assumed 


quiescent pool in the bund. This incident, however, very clearly 


demonstrates that future risk analysis should consider the probability of an 


explosion resulting from enhanced vaporization of free falling or escape of 


liquid. 


 


        The tank terminal facility was only for storage of liquid petroleum products, 


namely MS, HSD & SKO, besides having a large storage of lube oil in 


drums. This is the first instance in the country and perhaps the second or 


third in the world in which storage and handling of these products (MS) 


under atmospheric pressure has resulted into such a catastrophic accident. 


Normally loss or escape of containment of any petroleum products of this 


nature occurs for a short duration and the release caused if ignited causes a 


pool fire, and in any case the situation is brought under control quickly. 


Certain scenarios have been considered in the consequence analysis 


appearing in the report submitted to the Committee titled “HAZOP Study”, 


(agency name not given and also undated). The scenario considered 


therein included pool fire. Further, major tank fires are normally roof fires 
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which have also been considered in the said report. The scenario which 


emerged in the IOC Jaipur Terminal was not envisaged in such study, 


perhaps because it had not occurred anywhere else at the time the “Hazop” 


study was done. 


 


        The incident as the one which occurred at Jaipur Oil Terminal i.e. massive 


vapour cloud explosion has so far only one established precedent which 


happened in December 2005 in a very similar oil terminal (Buncefield Oil 


Terminal) Near Heathrow Airport in U.K. In this incident a large quantity of 


MS (reportedly 300 tons) had leaked because of overflow from a MS tank, 


which went unnoticed because of malfunction of tank level control and 


associated safety inter locks. Very recently on 23rd October, 2009, 


reportedly a similar incident occurred in a petroleum oil terminal in the 


Caribbean Refinery (which was under shutdown) at Puerto Rico, where too, 


a massive MS leak due to overflow of MS tank during ship unloading 


reportedly resulted loss of around 800 tons of containment which caused a 


massive explosion. Both these accidents were of catastrophic nature similar 


to Jaipur. No other such incident i.e. massive vapour cloud explosion in a 


petroleum product storage terminal has occurred/reported. 


 


7.2 FACILITIES 


 


        In Major Accident Hazard (MAH) units such as the Jaipur Oil Terminal the 


location of facilities and plants as well as developments in land use around 


the facility over time, need to be critically reviewed regularly over a period 


learning from similar accidents both in the country and worldwide. 


 


7.3  DESIGN 


1. The IOC Jaipur POL Terminal built around 1995/96 and commissioned in 


early 1997 was engineered and constructed by well reputed public sector 


engineering company M/s Engineers India Ltd., (EIL) on LSTK basis. The 
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Terminal was designed as per the applicable national and international 


codes and engineering standards prevailing at that point of time, namely, 


API-650, ASME, ANSI, B31.3/16.5/16.29, NEMA etc. The material of 


construction was selected as per the best prevalent engineering codes 


internationally namely, ASTM, A-285 – Gr.C, A-106-Gr. B, ASTM A182 Gr. 


F-6, A-216, Gr.WCB, API 5L, etc. 


 


2. The plant lay out design was carried out as per the then prevailing 


applicable statutes, (e.g, Petroleum Rules), OISD Standards/guidelines as 


applicable as well as good lay out design concepts as prevalent at that 


point of time. Fire fighting facilities were provided strictly as per the then 


applicable OISD standards. Other safety features namely, control system, 


interlocks etc., for safe operation as per good practice prevalent at that 


point of time, was provided by EIL. 


 


3. The Jaipur POL Terminal, when commissioned in 1997 was termed as 


most modern and automated Marketing POL Terminal of IOC. 


 


4. The Jaipur Terminal, in earlier years, had good safety records and 


received National Safety Council’s Award for “Best of its Class“ for three 


successive years from 2001 to 2003. Further it was adjudged “Runners 


up” in 2004.               


 


5. In 1997, when this facility was commissioned, the location was decided by 


IOC keeping in mind that it was sufficiently away from Jaipur city, with 


residential/commercial/industrial areas few Kilometers from the block 


boundary and at the same time it was in proximity to the major product 


consuming centre. The earlier operating site which was very close to the 


then Jaipur city was relocated here. 
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6. The construction of this Terminal was done by M/s ATV Projects, a 


contractor with experience in construction of petrochemicals and refinery 


projects, short listed by EIL based on their competence. 


 


The overall process design of tank operations (which involves delivery, 


receipt of product etc.), viz. the first valve on the tank being a MOV 


followed by Hammer Blind and a hand operated valve is such that it 


makes it highly vulnerable to human error. However, in the event of 


operator error a fall back (check to undo it) was in the form of a remote 


closing facility from the control room. This was made defunct since 2003 


or thereabout and the only way that the MOV could be closed was to go 


near it and press the ‘close’ button or else to close it manually by hand 


wheel which, of course, required being at the valve. 


 


7.4 LAYOUT 


 


       Though the Installation was constructed quite recently, in 1995-96, a few 


areas where design could have been better done are worth pointing out.  


The installation ground area is very vast comprising of 105 acres for the 


marketing installation and 15 acres at the NE corner for pipeline, for facilities 


consisting of interface manifold, control room and crude oil booster pump 


with auxiliaries. 


 


       The terminal is in 105 acres area and in Phase I, storage facility around 


80,000 KL capacity was constructed .All tanks of three products i.e. MS, 


HSD and kerosene were located in three separate dykes close to each 


other on the North West corner of the plot. The initial layout did not 


prudently consider the future expansion of the tank terminal. This was 


evident from the fact that additional two numbers MS tanks constructed in 


Phase II were to be located far away from three MS tanks of Phase I.  
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       The marketing terminal fire water pump house and fire water tank location 


though complying with the statutes (Petroleum Rules) and was not violating 


the OISD guidelines was not ideally located. Experience gained from other 


accidents such as Cochin Refinery (1984) and similar incident elsewhere 


showed that fire water pump house as well as fire water tanks should be 


located far away from areas wherein fire and other emergency incidents can 


occur. This concept appears to have been taken into consideration in 


Jodhpur Oil Terminal. 


 


7.5   ENGINEERING 


 


       As a good practice, the inside of the dyke should have minimum flanges and 


piping and any normal day to day operating facilities, like manifold, should 


be outside the dyke.  Here, it was observed that the tank isolating facilities 


for different line-ups, the Hammer Blind assembly consisting of downstream 


hand operated gate valve (HOV) and from the tank side, a motor operated 


gate valve, were provided inside the dyke area. This appears to be the 


operating / design philosophy followed by IOCL for all their Terminals set up 


at that time. The motor operated valve was having 3 knobs of identical size, 


one for ‘Open’ operations, another for ‘Close’ operations and yet another for 


‘Stop’ Operations at any intermediate position.  All these knobs or push 


buttons were mounted on a panel close to each other and therefore 


vulnerable to human error, especially in times of an emergency when very 


quick responses are required, and also during dark hours when lighting in 


the area may not be adequate. In the absence of appropriate lighting at 


these control points for immediate and correct approachability, it would have 


been prudent to think of designing these operating points through a different 


type of mechanism.  
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        Bleed valves have been shown on the P&IDs between MOV/HB/HOV. 


These were envisaged to check possible passing before opening any of the 


valves.  However in the plant these have not been provided. From 


interview/discussions it transpired that none of the terminal personnel was 


aware of the purpose of the provision of these bleed valves on the P&IDs. 


 


7.6    ILLUMINATION 


 


No separate lighting other than the general tower lighting was available.  


The lighting arrangement in the terminal was poor. Operations after dusk 


had to be carried out in general lighting provided by light masts which 


provided insufficient lighting in the operating points resulting in operator’s 


poor visibility. Separate lighting in tank area had not been provided at 


crucial operating points.  


 


7.7    GREENERY IN TERMINAL 


 


Extensive research was carried out into the Buncefield accident. This 


included phase (i) modeling and recreation of the blast conclusively 


indicated that the presence of extensive greenery i.e. dense rows of big 


trees along with low level raw vegetation greatly contributed to accelerate 


the “Deflagration” which first occurs in “Unconfined Vapour Cloud 


Fire/flash fire” to “Detonation” due to very fast acceleration of flame speed 


beyond 500 meters per second or higher. Jaipur terminal too had 


extensive greenery and rows of trees along the plant road leading to MS 


tank 401-A and also good growth of large trees both close to tank farm 


area as well as near portions of the boundary. The concept of providing 


green belt along the periphery of hazardous facility and also encouraging 


greenery within/close to plant area itself had been a practice for long. 


However, this practice needs to be re-examined for petrochemicals, 


refinery/petroleum terminals and such facilities wherein vapour cloud may 
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form. The trees provide protection against fire (radiation effect) as well as 


toxic release. However, as seen in Buncefield and most likely in Jaipur in 


case of a “Vapour Cloud Explosion”, they greatly enhance the blast effect 


and accordingly the severity of damage and accordingly from Buncefield 


experience there is a possibility of having a re-look in the extensive 


greenery in terminals such as Jaipur.  


 


The investigation committee into the fire/explosion incident in the BP 


Texas Refinery in 2005 (where too a massive vapour cloud explosion took 


place ) had also observed similarly, “As the degree of congestion (number 


of obstacles due to process equipment, pipe work) and confinement 


(extent of enclosure in 3 dimensions) of a vapor cloud increases, the 


magnitude of the resulting vapour cloud explosion also increases in the 


event of ignition…”.  In the Jaipur incident too, there was confinement of 


vapour due to buildings and trees which may have enhanced the effect of 


the blast. While the greenery interspersed with the plant and facilities may 


enhance any explosion effect in case of a leak, the Committee feels that 


as per current reckoning the green belt along the periphery of the site can 


be retained.  


 


7.8    CRITICAL SITE EVIDENCE 


 


1. Both the isolating valves in the outlet line of the MS tank T-401-A i.e. 


the tank MOV, and the hand operated valve were found fully open. 


 


2. The hammer blind valve provided in between the above two isolation 


valves had both of the eye plates (blind and the open one) outside the 


hammer blind valve body casing, thus making its entire bonnet fully open 


to atmosphere. 
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3. The solid wedge position was such that it had been pushed to the 


wrong direction (west) and the open eye position was vertically on top of it 


and the open eye was hooked in that position. However, our experiments 


conducted (refer Appendix 6, Case No.4) reveal that this position of 


wedges can result with very high flow of liquid from the bonnet of the 


Hammer Blind valve. 


 


4. The position of blind eye being in wrong position, at that position it 


would not have been possible to lower the open eye. 


 


5. The open eye of the hammer blind had partially burnt PTFE gasket 


whereas no gasket was existing on the blind eye. Hence the blind eye was 


apparently not fitted with PTFE gasket.  


 


6. The tank 401-A dyke drain valve leading to open storm water drain, was 


in open position with hand wheel missing, and the 401-A dyke drain valve 


leading to ETP was fully closed with its hand wheel also missing. These 


hand wheels could not be located. 


 


7. Drains - the one starting from tank 401 running in west to east direction 


and the drains connected to it had thick black soot marks clearly indicating 


a drainage channel fire. 


 


8.  During subsequent visit it was seen that the spindle of both the dyke 


valves (Refer point No.5 above) were missing. The Investigation 


Committee, therefore, carried out close examination of this valve by 


arranging dismantling of its top bonnet at site. Very surprisingly following 


were seen: 


 


a) The dyke drain valve leading to open storm water drain, whose 


gate was earlier found open, is now fully closed. 
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b) This valve spindle as well as the spindle of dyke drain valve leading 


to ETP was both of their stems broken at a point about inch from 


the root. 


 


c) Broken stems position of both the spindles was blackish.  


 


On rubbing the broken portions, it was observed that these spindles were 


made of brass, which is not as per the engineering specifications.  


 


The above site observations can be well understood by referring following 


site photograph 


 


Photograph of the broken spindle of the drain valve outside the dyke wall 


of Tk 401A 


 


 


9. The BCC building had marks of thick soot on the first floor towards east, 


north and west sides. The building was totally damaged. The west side 


walls of the building had bulged outwards indicating a possible explosion 


of petroleum vapours accumulated inside the building. This building which 


was outside the danger zone of Installation had all kinds of ordinary 


electrical equipments, lighting and Air Conditioning equipments which are 


self regulating by on or off mechanism. Thus, this building had sources of 


ignition of petroleum vapours in the form of sparks generated from the 


electrical equipments. 


 


10. The Installation had lot of trees in almost all the areas. After the 


accident it was noticed that the trees in the area of BCC building, 


Administrative building, canteen, stores, DG shed, PMCC building and car 
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parking area were snapped off in the middle and the fallen portion all were 


pointing towards tank No.401-A where the leakage occurred. 


 


11.In between car shed and DG shed two tank lorries were seen. The 


tanks on these lorries had come off the chassis and had fallen towards the 


direction of tank No.401-A. 


 


12. The trees in the areas of pump house, open areas beyond that, ETP 


area as well as the area of two MS tanks opposite to tank truck gantry all 


had snapped similarly but the fallen portions were pointing towards the 


Pipeline Division facilities.  


 


13. The Pipeline Division housed booster pumping station for the Mundra 


to Mathura/Panipat pipeline. The pipeline pumping station was severely 


damaged in the accident. Pumping operations were reportedly stopped by 


the Pipeline Division staff after emergency alarm was sounded after 6.30 


p.m. However, the huge capacity motors of booster pumps might still have 


high surface temperatures enough to ignite petroleum vapours 


accumulated there. 


 


14. Thus, apparently there were two centres of ignition of petroleum 


vapours – one in the BCC building and another in the Pipeline Division 


facility. 


 


15. A motor-bike was found on the northern side of SKO tank and the 


rider’s body was found away from the bike. It is possible that sparks from 


the exhaust of the bike could have provided the source of ignition to 


petroleum vapours. 


 


16. Similarly, it was reported that jeep of Pipeline Division was about to be 


pressed into use but the attempt to start its engine failed. During these 
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attempts any spark from the exhaust pipe (which may not have been fitted 


with spark arrester) also could provide the source of ignition. 


 


7.9    OPERATING SCENARIOS 


 


All the three valves on the delivery line of Tank 401-A were found in fully 


open position. The Hammer Blind was not only fully open but both sides of 


the valve i.e. the hollow wedge and the solid wedge were outside the body 


and kept one on top of the other (open eye in hooked condition and blind 


eye resting on the body). 


 


The above condition of the valves indicates a grossly irregular operation 


which can never happen if a Standard Operating Procedure was followed. 


 


The fact that the solid wedge is resting below the hollow wedge shows 


either lack of understanding and skill because in this position, the hollow 


wedge cannot move inside the valve body, or it may be due to the fact that 


only one operator was performing the operation of reversing the Hammer 


Blind. 


 


When both the wedges of the Hammer Blind are outside the valve body, 


both the MOV and the Hand Operated Valve (HOV) should have been in 


closed position whereas both were found in fully open position. It may be 


worth noting that there was no physical indication available at the site to 


indicate whether the MOV was in the fully open (or fully shut) position. 


Only an approximate idea of the valve position can be understood from 


the threads on the valve stems.   Since both the operators who operated 


the system did not survive the accident, and there are no recordings of 


valve positions, or other recorded evidence available to the Committee, 


we may not know exactly what led them to this condition, but the position 


of the valves does indicate that whatever operation was done immediately 
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prior to the incident was a highly irregular one.  Some likely sequences of 


valve operations, which may have been possible, are discussed below:  


 


 


a      HOV opened first – then Hammer Blind (HB) opened – some leak 


occurs due to reverse flow – RN Meena thinks passing MOV – 


some material goes in his eyes – he presses wrong button on 


MOV panel, – “open”, instead of “close”, and leak becomes huge. 


Reverse flow may occur in the event of sucking of air when the 


vent valve on the MS pump delivery line near exchange pit is 


open by the BPCL contractor’s man before sealing the valve. 


However, the MS transfer pump has no bypass (from delivery to 


suction) and accordingly any reverse flow first has to come 


through the pump valve and then to the pump. Further it being a 


centrifugal pump, the impeller will have to rotate in reverse 


direction in case of reverse flow. It is most unlikely that non-return 


valve failed. Even if the non-return valve passes the pressure on 


the upstream side of the non-return valve will be too small to 


cause reverse rotation of the impeller resulting in reverse flow. 


Further, this small difference in height cannot result in a vertical 


jet of MS through the open bonnet of Hammer Blind valve, 


blinding Shri R N Meena. Hence this seems improbable.   Even 


so, a clear violation is the opening of the HOV before the Hammer 


Blind is reversed. 


 


b     MOV was by mistake fully open before the entire operation started 


and leak started when HB was pulled out. However, this seems 


improbable as the leak would have been very heavy for anyone to 


be able to open the valve (HB) fully with the leak on.   
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  c    HOV was full open first, MOV was passing – RN Meena operates 


hammer blind valve and continues despite some material leaking 


– material goes in his eyes – again he goes to MOV to press 


close button but by mistake presses open button – situation 


worsens.  On hearing the distress call over VHF, KR Meena 


enters the dyke to rescue RN Meena but succumbs to the leak. 


All persons interviewed in Jaipur and Jodhpur have said that they 


had never experienced any of the MOVs to be passing beyond a 


very small quantity. It must, however, also be pointed out that the 


internal investigation committee set up by IOC has observed “it is 


common knowledge that MOVs pass at times”.  


 


d   HOV was full open first, MOV was open just a fraction before the 


line up operation was to be started in order to pressurize the 


pump section line (which was not supposed to be done at this 


stage) – RN Meena operates hammer blind valve and continues 


despite some material leaking – material goes in his eyes – again 


he goes to MOV to press close button but by mistake presses 


open button – situation worsens.  On hearing the distress call 


over VHF, KR Meena enters the dyke to rescue RN Meena but 


succumbs to the leak.   Again the violation of procedure is that 


HOV should not have been opened before reversing the Hammer 


Blind. In this case not only the HOV was first opened making it a 


violation, but also the MOV was not checked  for being shut 


before attempting the Hammer Blind operation.  


 


 


e     RN Meena opened the Hammer Blind valve by pulling out the solid 


wedge, but forgot to put the hollow wedge inside the valve body 


thus leaving the bonnet open at the top.  Due to absent 


mindedness, which incidentally Shri RN Meena was prone to, he 
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pressed the open button of the MOV, and the situation got out of 


control.   


        In many of the cases above, it is assumed that the HOV was 


opened first, perhaps with a view to reduce back pressure and the 


leakage when Hammer Blind solid wedge was being reversed 


from close to open position, and in the event that MOV was 


passing. 


        It may also be pointed out that within the first few minutes of the 


start of the leak, all the available operating personnel were 


incapacitated – two of them lying presumably unconscious within 


the tank dyke area and the officer on duty having been rushed to 


the hospital. Had the third operator been available on site, had he 


been trained and acted in right manner such as using fire water 


fog nozzles or starting of the MS pump so that product could be 


diverted to any other tank (thereby the extent of the leak) by 


pumping to any of the other tanks and/or donning on the 


protective equipment (breathing mask and fire suit) and closed 


the MOV, the incident would have been very largely mitigated. 


 


f     Another possibility is when Shri RN Meena was on top of tank 401-


A along with Shri Gupta and Shri Gangal for taking joint dip Shri K 


R Meena, who was standing in ground level inside the dyke area, 


had tried to communicate some message to Shri R N Meena, 


which Shri Ashok Gupta could not understand (as per the 


statement of Shri Gupta). KR Meena may have opened Hammer 


Blind Valve for making the line through may have left it open with 


both the wedges out and had gone perhaps to bring the O-ring 


and also to take tea, as the canteen was about to close. In the 


meantime, RN Meena came down and due to poor illumination 


may not have observed the proper condition of Hammer Blind 


Valve and may have thought that the Hammer Blind Valve have 
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already been reversed by KR Meena. Therefore to pressurize the 


line he might have operated MOV. After opening the MOV there 


was a splash of MS from the opening of Hammer Blind Valve 


which had perhaps blinded RN Meena when the line was filled 


MS started escaping through the opening of Hammer Blind Valve 


with full pressure. 


 


Amongst the contributory reasons for the incident, one need to highlight 


that the approachability of the Hammer Blind and the open/close button of 


MOV and the proximity of the two buttons making it possible that the 


operator may press the wrong button. Poor lighting in the area, lack of 


local indication showing whether MOV is fully open or close, may well 


result in human error. 


On the likelihood of MOV passing the Internal Inquiry Committee, which 


was constituted by IOC to inquire into the incident, had made the 


observation, “it is common knowledge that MOV’s pass at times”. 


However, repeated enquiries by this enquiry committe with several 


operating personnel both at Jaipur as well as Jodhpur indicated that they 


had never experienced passing of MOV’s. The committee would have 


liked to check this point through an experiment but could not do so 


because of paucity of time. Other major contributory reason was the dyke 


valves, which, was also open and further aggravated the situation as there 


was no secondary containment. 


 


The diagrammatic analysis of the above chronology of event is as given 


below: 
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Experiments were conducted with water in the fire water tank of the 


Pipeline Division with different openings of the tank body valve (equivalent 


to MOV) and Hammer Blind valve.These simulations provided an idea of 


the leak under different combinations of valve openings and the results 


are given in Appendix 6.  


 


The entire operation clearly indicates: 


 


a)  Gross procedural violation 


 


b) Absence of written down Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) 


for Terminal Operation e.g. tank line up, tank receipt, emergency 


shut down of the entire tank farm etc 


 


c) Gross dilution of work ethics/operating discipline and safety culture 


 


d) Lack of adequate manning at vital operating points & supervisory 


control 


 


 


7.10   FIRE FIGHTING READINESS 


 


It was indicated to us that mock drills based on different scenarios were 


being carried out by the Jaipur IOC Installation.  However, since no 


records could be furnished, it was not possible to ascertain the efficacy, 


effectiveness, the extent of the people’s involvement and capability of the 


fire fighting operations.  It was also not very clear as to who was really 


trained on the fire fighting operations, as their training records do not 


indicate so.  During the interviews, it also came to light that the security 


personnel were never trained for fire fighting equipment use or on safety 


equipment and protective equipment use.  However, the security 
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personnel had some basic knowledge, as they came from para military 


forces.  Fire water tank and fire fighting water pumps were supposed to be 


operated and maintained under the electrical contract, by the contract 


person, Mr. Hoshiar Singh of G&G Contractor.  It was observed in the 


responses to the questionnaire from the security personnel that on the 


second shift, Mr. Hoshiar Singh was alone on the job as both of his 


assistants who were supposed to be manning the shift, had left duty since 


they were agrieved &  agitated for not being paid their monthly dues over 


the last few months. 


 


The electrical contractor, Mr. Hoshiar Singh, was also responsible for 


maintaining the fire header pressure and on need, subsequent operation 


of DG Pump sets, on the instruction of IOC shift officer/Manager.  In the 


absence of officer (who was injured and who had collapsed), it was not 


clear in the Contract Management, during this absence period, whether 


Mr. Hoshiar Singh had any decision making capability to start the water 


fog nozzles, tank cooling, etc.  Anyhow, it can be stated that no fire 


fighting activity was initiated for almost one and a half hours during which 


the MS leak was taking place, following which the explosion occurred.  It 


was also observed that one of the fire fighting water tanks was completely 


empty as it was under maintenance since the last few months, leaving 


only one tank with gross tankage capacity of 2460 cubic meter which was 


inadequate though the same was complimented by the water storage 


facility of pipeline division through interconnection. 
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